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Rule 40 Advisory Committee  
Lafayette Building, Room 3148  
April 2, 2012 Agenda

I. Opening (9:00-9:20)  
   Gail Dekker

II. Presentation by external experts (9:20-10:20)  
    Michael Mayer  
    Derrick Dufresne

III. Gloria Steinbring’s Story (10:20-10:30)  
     Gloria Steinbring

IV. Break (10:30-10:40)

V. Informational presentations (10:40-11:50)  
   a. Survey update (10:40-10:50)  
      Dean Ritzman
   b. Update on prone restraint, MDE (10:50-11:00)  
      Barbara Case
   c. Community Support Services (11:00-11:20)  
      Barb Roberts
   d. When & why controlled procedures are used (11:20-11:50)  
      Providers

VI. Roles – committee co-chair discussion (11:50-11:55)

VII. Lunch (11:55-12:40)

VIII. Work approach (12:40-2:00)  
   a. Proposal (12:40-12:55)
   b. Begin work (12:55-2:00)

IX. Break (2:00-2:15)

X. Continue work (2:15-3:10)

XI. Closing (3:10-3:30)  
    Gail Dekker
    A. Next meeting is scheduled for Monday, May 7, 9:00- 3:30 in Lafayette 3148
    B. Meeting evaluation: What worked well today? What didn’t work well?  
       What would you change to improve future meetings?
    C. Next meeting’s agenda:  
       1. What we propose
       2. Your suggestions for next meeting’s agenda?
    D. Questions before we adjourn?
    E. Thanks! and Adjourn
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A little background
• This process
  – we reviewed every state rule that has been posted at the NASDDDS website
  – we completed the paper that has been distributed to the members

A quick summary...
• Every state and the District of Columbia (herein after “states”) currently have laws, rules, or policies that guide and restrict the use of restraints and all other aversive approaches.
• Federal government restrictions and concerns – e.g., Insure, prior to the use of more restrictive techniques, that the client’s record documents that programs incorporating the use of less intrusive or more positive techniques have been tried systematically and demonstrated to be ineffective… (42 CFR 483.450 (b)(1)(iii))
The courts...

- The paramount legal case, *Wyatt v. Stickney* affirms that residents have the right to be free from restraint and isolation, in addition to establishing several other functional rights of individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities.
  - (Ruling issued in 1971. The 1972 Court Order identified 35 standards for adequate treatment).

- The court ruled that those interventions may be used only when the resident might otherwise cause harm to himself or others and there is no less restrictive way to prevent such harm.

Across almost every state...

- there is a general stated intention to limit seclusion, restraint and aversive procedures and to manage PRN medications for behavioral control.
- unplanned procedures that involve restraint should be for emergencies only and never for punishment or as a consequence for behavioral problems.
Every state...

• has a rule to govern “the prohibition of certain practices”
• a list of prohibited practices
  – including restraints and aversives
  – largely prohibits punishment in any form
• requires agreement that the intervention proposed is the least intrusive/restrictive approach

Practices recommended to prohibit:

• Overcorrection
• Psychological, mental, or emotional harm caused by…intimidation, humiliation, harassment, threats of punishment, or deprivation.
• The implementation of a behavior plan by someone not specifically trained and having demonstrated competency
• Use of any reactive strategy on a “PRN” or “as required” basis

Practices recommended to severely limit via extensive review

• Any plan that includes a technique involving force or forced compliance
• Any plan that includes a delay of basic human need or which may otherwise infringe on the rights of the individual according to state and federal rules and laws, including but not limited to food
• Any plan involving response cost
• Protective devices used to prevent an individual from sustaining injury as a result of the individual’s self-injurious behavior
• Any restriction of visitors and/or phone privileges
**Every state...**

has a definition of emergency, there are slight variations
- need for safety intervention to prevent dire consequences – episodic and not planned.
- imminent threat of bodily harm to self or others where there is the present ability to effect such bodily harm
- unanticipated and already occurring
- risk of criminal detention or arrest may constitute an emergency

**Every state...**

- outlines at least a basic procedure on what to do if there is an emergency
- Require use positive approaches first, etc.
- Arizona is a good example

**Arizona:**

Imminent and immediate need for safety intervention to prevent dire consequences – episodic and not planned.
- Physical management techniques employed in an emergency to manage a sudden, intense, or out-of-control behavior shall:
  - Use the least amount of intervention necessary to safely physically manage an individual.
  - Be used only when less restrictive methods were unsuccessful or are inappropriate.
Arizona...
• Be used only when necessary to prevent the individual from harming self or others or causing severe damage to property.
• Be used concurrently with the uncontrolled behavior
• Be continued for the least amount of time necessary to bring the individual’s behavior under control.
• Be appropriate to the situation to ensure safety.

From the recommendations
• After the first emergency, and/or before the implementation of a behavior plan, rule out the potential effects of existing medical conditions on behavior.
• Per Wyatt v. Stickney, no individual “shall be subjected to a behavior modification program designed to eliminate a particular pattern of behavior without prior certification by a physician that he has examined the resident in regard to behavior to be extinguished and finds that such behavior is not caused by a physical condition which could be corrected by appropriate medical procedures.”

From the recommendations
• After the first emergency, determine if there are any medical conditions which make an emergency restraint contraindicated, and if so, develop person specific responses. This shall at the least require an analysis of cardiac and respiratory function and a bone density test to determine if the individual can withstand typical emergency restraint techniques. (Connecticut)
• Any time an emergency procedure is used two or more times in a six-month period, the team must meet to review the plan, including the behavior support plan.
• Required debriefing after an emergency with the intention of using that information, via to reduce the likelihood of future emergencies.

• Within three working days of an emergency incident, the interdisciplinary team, including the physician, shall review the client and his or her environment to determine if changes in the plan including continued use of the emergency procedures are required.

Some things to consider
• Required that the “state establishes best practice for the benefit of the individuals served”.
• Specifically prohibit behavior plans and behavior change efforts which attempt to extinguish typical adult/socially appropriate behavior or to develop new behavior patterns when such behavior modifications serve only organizational or program convenience. (also per Wyatt v. Stickney)
Nevada
Policy: The Division of Mental Health and Developmental Services (MHDS) no longer recognizes the use of seclusion and restraint as treatment options but as treatment failure. If seclusion and restraint are used on MHDS consumers they are to be used only as last resort and only if there is no alternative measure available to staff to maintain safety in the face of imminent harm.

Nevada continued...
Purpose: The goal of the Division of MHDS is to prevent, reduce, and ultimately eliminate the use of seclusion and restraint and to ensure that when such interventions are used, they are administered in as safe and humane a manner as possible by appropriately trained staff.

Nevada continued...
I. Philosophy of Care:
The Division of MHDS recognizes that seclusion and restraint are safety interventions of last resort and are not therapeutic treatment interventions. Seclusion and restraint will never be used for the purposes of discipline, coercion, active treatment, staff convenience, or as a replacement for adequate levels of staff.
Nevada continued...
The use of seclusion and restraint create significant risk for people with psychiatric disorders and developmental disabilities. These risks may include physical injury, including death, and the re-traumatization of people who have a history of trauma, loss of dignity, and other psychological harm. In light of these potential serious consequences, seclusion and restraint will be used only when there exists an imminent risk of danger to the individual or others and no other safe and effective intervention is possible.

Briefly - how Minnesota compares to other states
• Programmatic use of controlled procedures (e.g., restraints, seclusion)
• Emergency use and definition
• Positive behavior supports and plans

How to change the culture
• Establish clear expectations, rules, and consequences
• Have the discussions
• Provide the training
• Provide the modeling
• Reward the excellence
• Punish non-compliance
Common challenges across states

• When establishing the infrastructure
• When initiating the implementation
• Ideas for how MN proactively could overcome those challenges

Implementation across disciplines

• Do other states statutes/rules apply to both disciplines?
• Service philosophy conflicts between developmental disability and other disciplines?
• Other

Abbreviated from recommendations

• Consider incorporating significant elements of the document “Guidelines for Supporting Adults with Challenging Behaviors in Community Settings” from Georgia.
• Apply all related rules to all settings that are designated for the support of people who have IDD (many states).
• Require any behavior plan to have active positive behavioral and social supports to teach alternative and replacement behaviors.
• Mandate the use of all relevant Positive Behavior Support approaches
• Establish minimum initial and ongoing training requirements – including crisis (emergency) interventions that utilize alternatives to restraint.
• Create technical assistance and training network

• Verify that all potential positive approaches have been correctly attempted
• Create a robust approval and review mechanism ...Agency driven processes are insufficient.
• Conduct a prompt and thorough review of every restraint
• Ensure ongoing data collection and analysis
• Establishing strict enforcement methods and reporting requirements for all behavior plans that involve anything other than distinctly positive efforts

• Require plan changes only within the formal person centered behavior support planning process...
• Require that any practice/behavior support technique be supportable by contemporary evidence of efficacy in peer reviewed publications, in addition to compliance with rule and law.
• Carefully describe brief manual holds. Georgia specifies that it is 10 seconds or less.
• Establish minimum supervision and monitoring of staff who may be required to provide emergency behavioral supports.

• Prior to implementation of a behavior plan, require the use of adequate alternative treatment options, including environmental enhancements and alternatives to traditional treatment methods, such as the use of comfort rooms, sensory integration tools, and creative calming approaches.

Proposed plans involving any restricted practice shall be investigated to assure:

• The technique is supportable by evidence of efficacy in peer reviewed publications, in addition to compliance with rule and law

• That alternative methods not involving these techniques have been appropriately attempted and were not successful

• That there is agreement that the interventions approved are the least intrusive/restrictive approach

• Any such plan must be reviewed not less than monthly for continuation

• The restrictive review committee shall include a majority of persons who do not provide services to the individual
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Introduction

In July 2009, three plaintiffs filed a federal lawsuit regarding the use of restraint and other behavior control and related strategies. On December 5, 2011 Judge Donovan Frank approved the Jensen settlement agreement. The settlement agreement included a provision that calls for the modernization of Minnesota Rules 9525.2700 – 9525.2810 which govern the use of aversive and deprivation procedures in licensed facilities serving individuals who have intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD) and “related conditions” in Minnesota.

According to a summary of the Settlement Agreement prepared by Shamus P. O’Meara, Settlement Class Counsel, the “Settlement Agreement dramatically improves treatment for residents including immediately discontinuing the use of mechanical restraint, manual restraint, prone restraint, chemical restraint, seclusion, and the use of painful techniques that seek to punish. The settlement also ensures there is a true emergency before an approved restraint can be used”.

Finally, the agreement requires the State to review and update important State Rules (Minnesota Rules 9525.2700 – 9525.2810) protecting people with developmental disabilities, so that current best practices, positive behavioral supports, and appropriate placement plans are developed.

The Governor’s Council on Developmental Disabilities (The Council) has a seat on the advisory committee to update Minnesota Rules 9525.2700 – 9525.2810. The Council reviewed every state rule governing the use of aversive and related procedures. The Council decided to have a systematic parallel review completed by an external independent expert.

The Council then contracted with Michael Mayer, Senior Partner of Community Resource Alliance (CRA) to prepare an abbreviated report that could be used by the Rule 40 Committee in their efforts going forward to revise and update Minnesota Rules 9525.2700 – 9525.2810. Derrick Dufresne, Senior Partner of CRA provided assistance in this effort.

This document represents a summary of the current state statutes and related rules, policies, and procedures related to behavioral supports and interventions, focusing on restraint, seclusion, aversive and related procedures.

The Council recognizes that the revision process for Minnesota Rules 9525.2700 – 9525.2810 will be an ongoing and as such there may be multiple versions of this document. Each will be dated accordingly.

The intent of this document is to highlight practices that could be particularly helpful to the committee that will be updating Minnesota Rules 9525.2700 – 9525.2810 rather than provide an encyclopedia review of all practices.

The abbreviated findings include:
1. Every state and the District of Columbia (herein after “states”) currently have laws, rules, or policies that guide and restrict the use of restraints and all other aversive approaches. Punishment is largely prohibited in any form.

2. There is variation among the states regarding how they address the critical issues. It appears that this variation is related to the chronology of when those laws, rules, and policies were last revised. Those states that place more emphasis on positive behavioral supports have updated their rules more recently compared to Minnesota that promulgated its rule in 1987 with no update since that time.

3. Accreditation bodies, such as the Joint Commission, have recognized the extreme risks that restraint and isolation and proscribe such behavior severely.

4. According to the research, people who receive services in facilities that are subject to significant oversight by accreditors, monitors, government surveyors, or other authorities are likely to have fewer episodes of seclusion and restraint. In the absence of oversight, there is a higher risk that intrusive and dangerous interventions will be used inappropriately resulting in injury or death.

5. There is a broad legal foundation for freedom from restraint, isolation, and punishment in legal cases.

   - Virtually all legislatures have addressed seclusion and restraint issues, although not in a coordinated fashion, and in several cases as a direct result of legal challenge.

   - Federal regulations via the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), which promulgated and enforces the regulations related to behavioral change and the use of seclusion and restraints in intermediate care facilities for people with IDD.

   A brief sampling of these regulations found in (42 CFR483.420, 440, and 450):

   "Ensure that clients are not subjected to physical, verbal, sexual or psychological abuse or punishment ... (42 CFR 483.420 (a)(5)). Note that restraints are addressed in a separate part.

   Designate these interventions on a hierarchy to be implemented, ranging from most positive or least intrusive, to least positive or most intrusive; (42 CFR 483.450 (b)(1)(ii))

   Insure, prior to the use of more restrictive techniques, that the client’s record documents that programs incorporating the use of less intrusive or more positive techniques have been tried systematically and demonstrated to be ineffective... (42 CFR 483.450 (b)(1)(iii))"
Interventions to manage inappropriate behavior must be employed with sufficient safeguards and supervision to ensure that the safety, welfare and civil and human rights of (individuals) are adequately protected. (42 CFR 483.450 (b)(2))

Techniques to manage inappropriate behavior must never be used for disciplinary purposes, for the convenience of staff or as a substitute for an active treatment program. (42 CFR 483.450 (b)(3))

Standing or as needed programs to control inappropriate behavior are not permitted... (42 CFR 483.450 (b)(5))

...emergency placement of a (person) into a time-out room is not allowed. (42 CFR 483.450 (c)(1)(i))

- Other Federal regulations strictly govern the use of seclusion and restraints in nursing homes that receive funds under Medicare or Medicaid (42CFR483.13(a)). This provision states “The resident has the right to be free from any physical or chemical restraints imposed for purposes of discipline or convenience, and are not required to treat the resident’s medical symptoms.” These regulations ban all use of seclusion and all nonmedical use of restraints in covered nursing homes.

- The paramount legal case, Wyatt v. Stickney (344 F.Supp.387 D.C.Ala (1972)), affirms that residents have the right to be free from restraint and isolation, in addition to establishing several other functional rights of individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities. (The ruling was issued in 1971. The 1972 Court Order identified 35 standards for adequate treatment).

The court ruled that those interventions may be used only when the resident might otherwise cause harm to himself or others and there is no less restrictive way to prevent such harm.

The above, in addition to the conditions of the Settlement Agreement, require that the review and revision process for Minnesota Rules 9525.2700 – 9525.2810 must be approached with a view to comprehensively revise the Rules to assure not only full and complete compliance with relative statutes and court rulings but also that the state establishes best practice for the benefit of the individuals served.
Review of Other State Rules and Recommendations

This report is prepared subsequent to an extensive review of the rules and policies and procedures related to behavioral management and support for all 50 states and the District of Columbia.

Abbreviated Summary of Findings

- Across almost all states there is a general stated intention to limit seclusion, restraint and aversive procedures and to manage PRN medications for behavioral control.

- Some regulations and guidelines are highly prescriptive (often in states with current or recent U.S. Department of Justice engagement) – others leave wide latitude for “professional judgment”.

- States generally agree that unplanned procedures that involve restraint should be for emergencies only and never for punishment or as a consequence for behavioral problems.

- There is general agreement that staff should be trained in the techniques that they will be required to implement with some states specifying very detailed expectations of competencies to be demonstrated.

- Included below are a few of the elements that represent, or most closely approach, best practice from the perspective of the Positive Behavior Supports (PBS) community. In general, the states with the most precise definitions are also the states with the lowest tolerance for restraint and which make it very complex for invasive, intrusive, aversive, or restraints to occur.

Arizona describes “abusive treatment” as “inflicting pain or injury” to a person, and includes emotional and programmatic abuse. Programmatic abuse includes the use of an aversive stimuli that has not been approved as a part of such person’s individual program plan and which is not contained in the rules and regulations adopted pursuant to subsection B of section 36-561(per their requirements), which includes isolation or restraint (6-569 Prohibitions; violations; classification).

Within their definition of neglect, they include:

(d) Intentional failure to carry out a prescribed treatment plan... (AZ 36-569)

Arkansas policy, like virtually all states, is to “utilize all positive approaches to behavior management prior to and in conjunction with more restrictive programmatic techniques. Positive approaches may include, but are not limited to: positive reinforcement, gentle teaching, redirection, graduated guidance, and modeling of appropriate behaviors. Measures to address positive behavior should be incorporated into formal program efforts to the extent feasible. (emphasis added)
Later on as emergency procedures are discussed in a policy manual regarding the Arkansas rule it states:

“However, it is emphasized that emergency procedures are not to be used at frequent intervals, becoming a routine method of intervention. (emphasis added).

They further “expressly prohibit” corporal punishment. Corporal punishment is defined as “the application of painful stimuli to the body as a penalty for certain behavior, and includes...the use of electrical shock or other infliction of pain, whether or not applied as a part of systematic behavior intervention program.”

California makes a strong statement regarding behavioral “interventions that restrict personal freedom and liberty constitute an infringement on individual rights and an intrusion into a person’s life. These procedures may also be stigmatizing to the recipient...they require appropriate safeguards, including ongoing approval, monitoring, and oversight mechanisms” (California Developmental Centers Division Policy Memorandum).

“Restraint use even in emergency situations is very dangerous to the individual being restrained”

Additional comments regarding the findings within specific states follow the recommendations section.

**Abbreviated Recommendations**


2. Consider incorporating significant elements of the document “Guidelines for Supporting Adults with Challenging Behaviors in Community Settings” from Georgia. It serves as a strong document to support the current efforts.

   *Note: Virtually all of the general comments that are included herein, that are not identified as being state specific, are incorporated in the documents mentioned above.*

3. Apply all related rules to all settings that are designated for the support of people who have IDD (many states).

4. Require any behavior plan to have active positive behavioral and social supports support to teach alternative and replacement behaviors. Mandate the use of all relevant Positive Behavior Support approaches. (Wisconsin)

5. Create technical assistance and training network to assure that staff are competent in required content and verify that all potential positive approaches have been correctly attempted with the variations necessary to address the person specific needs.
6. Establish minimum initial and ongoing training requirements, to include competency demonstrations of at least the items specified in this list of recommendations and:
   a. primary preventative measures rather than restraint;
   b. interventions that are less intrusive than restraints;
   c. effective ways to de-escalate situations to avoid restraints; and
   d. crisis intervention techniques that utilize alternatives to restraint.

7. Assure that all people who will be expected to implement a behavior support plan will have received training and demonstrated competency in that plan prior to being permitted to implement the plan.

8. Create a robust approval and review mechanism with enhanced government oversight of restraint usage, injuries, deaths and other serious problems related to restraints with sufficient resources to ensure the effectiveness of the oversight. Agency driven processes are insufficient.

9. Conduct ongoing monitoring and oversight of each restraint incident by key agency leadership staff and representatives of the state that includes a prompt and thorough review of the incident as a means to ensure safety.

10. Ensure ongoing collection and analysis of restraint incident data as a method to prevent other incidents of restraint.

11. Establishing strict enforcement methods that will ensure compliance with planning and reporting requirements related to all behavior intervention plans that involve anything other than distinctly positive efforts, especially restraints, including the use of meaningful sanctions for failure to comply.

12. Agencies must establish policy and procedures that strictly enforce the limited circumstances under which the law currently allows restraints to be applied, and must provide ongoing staff training to ensure that, if used, restraints are done in a manner least likely to cause injury or death.

13. Prohibit dangerous practices, including the use of restraint when it is contraindicated by the person’s medical or psychological condition.

14. After the first emergency, and/or before the implementation of a behavior plan, rule out the potential effects of existing medical conditions on behavior. Per Wyatt v. Stickney, no individual “shall be subjected to a behavior modification program designed to eliminate a particular pattern of behavior without prior certification by a physician that he has examined the resident in regard to behavior to be extinguished and finds that such behavior is not caused by a physical condition which could be corrected by appropriate medical procedures.” (Alabama)
15. After the first emergency, determine if there are any medical conditions which make an emergency restraint contraindicated, and if so, develop person specific responses. This shall at the least require an analysis of cardiac and respiratory function and a bone density test to determine if the individual can withstand typical emergency restraint techniques. (Connecticut) Other medical conditions to consider include:
   a. Morbid obesity should be a contraindication to restraint because of the increased risk of death due to asphyxia (obesity may be considered a contraindication for the same reason);
   b. Intoxication, either due to drugs or alcohol, may be a contraindication because of the increased risk of death due to spontaneous apnea;
   c. Development of a deep vein thrombosis (blood clot) is a serious risk of being restrained, especially for people who are restrained for prolonged periods.

16. Require that plans may not be changed outside of the formal person centered behavior support planning process and that every behavior support plan shall be included as a part of the person-centered program plan. (Washington)

17. Require that any practice/behavior support technique be supportable by contemporary evidence of efficacy in peer reviewed publications, in addition to compliance with rule and law (Michigan)

18. Any time an emergency procedure is used two or more times in a six-month period, the team must meet to review the plan, including the behavior support plan (Alabama)

19. Carefully describe brief manual holds. Georgia specifies that it is 10 seconds or less.

20. Required debriefing, with specified elements after an emergency with the intention of using that information, via interaction guidelines, plan alternations, alternative supports, etc. to reduce the likelihood of future emergencies (Georgia, Kentucky)

21. Specifically prohibit behavior plans and behavior change efforts which attempt to extinguish typical adult/socially appropriate behavior or to develop new behavior patterns when such behavior modifications serve only organizational or program convenience. (also per Wyatt v. Stickney)

22. Establish minimum supervision and monitoring of staff who may be required to provide emergency behavioral supports. (National Review)

23. Require training for all staff that enables them to competently identify signs of distress that require cessation of emergency restraint and/or medical intervention. Establish that inadequate response by the staff to the person’s distress in an emergency and/or restraint constitutes neglect. (National Review)
24. Establish minimum use of force expectations and distinct training of specific non-restraint techniques that can be used in emergencies to prevent injury to self or others mandate third party verification of staff competency to demonstrate these skills.

25. Mandate specific efforts and reporting requirements to assure that all reasonable less intrusive interventions have been attempted before restraining the person in an emergency and mandate third party verification of staff competency to demonstrate these skills.

26. Prior to implementation of a behavior change plan, require the provision of adequate alternative treatment options, including environmental enhancements and alternatives to traditional treatment methods, such as the use of comfort rooms, sensory integration tools, and creative calming approaches.

27. Practices recommended to Prohibit:
   a. Overcorrection
   b. Psychological, mental, or emotional harm caused by...intimidation, humiliation, harassment, threats of punishment, or deprivation (Indiana).
   c. The implementation of a behavior plan by someone not specifically trained and having demonstrated competency (North Carolina)
   d. Modification of any behavior plan or the implementation of any plan outside of the formal behavior plan development process (North Carolina)
   e. Use of any reactive strategy on a “PRN” or “as required” basis (District of Columbia)

28. Practices recommended to severely limit via extensive review
   a. Any plan that includes a technique involving force or forced compliance;
   b. Any plan that includes a delay of basic human need or which may otherwise infringe on the rights of the individual according to state and federal rules and laws, including but not limited to food
   c. Any plan involving response cost;
   d. Protective devices used to prevent an individual from sustaining injury as a result of the individual’s self-injurious behavior;
   e. Any restriction of visitors and/or phone privileges requires “sufficient documentation/data showing the connection between the visits/calls and the target behavior occurrence” and further, there must be a procedure to “regain access to visitors/phone calls” (Alabama).

29. Proposed plans involving any restricted practice shall be investigated to assure:
   a. The practice/behavior support technique be supportable by evidence of efficacy in peer reviewed publications, in addition to compliance with rule and law
   b. That potential alternative methods which do not involve these techniques have been appropriately attempted and were not successful.
c. That there is agreement that the interventions approved are the least intrusive approach and present the least restrictive alternative.
d. Any such plan must be reviewed not less than monthly for continuation.
e. Within three working days of an emergency incident, the interdisciplinary team, including the physician, shall review the client and his or her environment to determine if changes in the plan including continued use of the emergency procedures are required. (Alabama)
f. The restrictive review committee shall include a majority of persons who do not provide services to the individual (Pennsylvania)

Additional Notations from Across the States

Arkansas: Anomaly in some ways, like the ability to assign additional chores. Detailed process but it is not strong. Weak information provided on safeguards.

Delaware: Clearly integrates the Person Centered Plan with the concepts of PBS. Strong and detailed processes and expectations. Generally very “consumer friendly”. Risk/benefit reviews and other information not usually found in other states. Recommend careful review of their rules.

Kansas: Safeguards; Excellent information in their training manual on PBS.

Kentucky: A strong model with structured accountability. Worth reviewing carefully.

Michigan: Scientific standards must be met to allow any non-positive behavior approach (peer-reviewed literature, etc.). Focus on improving the quality of life of the individual. No mechanical devices except in hospital or state-operated facility. Strong committee standards and directives. TA and training functions outlined. Clear requirements for behavior plans (standards). Recommend careful review.

Oklahoma: Language and related behavior is spelled out (swearing, name calling, etc.). Protective intervention plan and risk assessment, including program and service requirements and detailed instructions and procedures required. Expecting dignity and respect...“not controlling”. Field Specialists (TA). Physical management must be terminated as soon as the person is calm or the threat has ended and must never exceed two minutes at a time. (emphasis added). Strong trainer requirements. Recommend careful consideration.

Montana: Listing of non-aversives/alternatives to punishments they expect to see attempted. Not much else worth noting.

Vermont: Excellent Behavior Support Guidelines document with clear requirements and accountability forms for different types of behavior support plans. Very clear prohibitions (non-negotiable). Content worth considering for training.
**Washington:** Clear list of non-restrictive physical interventions. Clear requirements for Physical Intervention Techniques System. Very detailed information on what is permitted and prohibited. *Strong process for approvals/committee work.* Several items that are in direct conflict with MN policy on prohibitions, etc. See Chapter 5, pages 3-8, 10-12 of 22 in DDD Policy Manual. Strong on rights. Requirements for treatment of sexual deviancy. Some good information that could be incorporated into MN.
What is the Definition of Emergency?

There is a general consensus around basic definitions. We have added emphasis to some of the unique elements of the definitions from select states.

Arizona: Imminent and immediate need for safety intervention to prevent dire consequences – episodic and not planned.

*Physical management techniques employed in an emergency to manage a sudden, intense, or out-of-control behavior shall:* 
1. Use the least amount of intervention necessary to safely physically manage an individual.
2. Be used only when less restrictive methods were unsuccessful or are inappropriate.
3. Be used only when necessary to prevent the individual from harming self or others or causing severe damage to property.
4. Be used concurrently with the uncontrolled behavior
5. Be continued for the least amount of time necessary to bring the individual’s behavior under control.
6. Be appropriate to the situation to ensure safety.

Emergency measures, including PRN behavior modifying medications require immediate reporting to DD authorities and 24 hrs. to complete a detailed written report.

If an emergency measure is utilized two or more times in a 30-day period the case manager must reconvene the team to determine the need for a new or revised plan. The same is true if there is “any identifiable pattern.”

Colorado: Serious, probably, imminent threat of bodily harm to self or others where there is the present ability to effect such bodily harm.

Delaware: Unanticipated and already occurring event such as severe aggressive behavior that is placing the individual or others in imminent danger of physical harm

Illinois: The individual’s behavior presents an immediate and imminent risk of physical harm to self or others.

Louisiana: A crisis pertaining to imminent danger and grave risk of injury to self or others.

Maine: A situation in which an individual’s behavior appears to present imminent danger to the individual or others. Risk of criminal detention or arrest may constitute an emergency.

Maryland: A situation in which an individual’s behavior appears to present imminent danger to the individual or to others.
Massachusetts: ...such as the occurrence of, or serious threat of, extreme violence, personal injury, or attempted suicide.

Missouri: There is imminent danger or potential harm to a client or other persons.

Montana: ...those situations for which no approved individual program plan exists and which, if not dealt with, may result in injury to the client or other persons or significant amounts of property destruction.

Nebraska: There is an imminent risk of an individual physically harming him/herself, staff, or others and non-physical interventions have not been effective.

Nevada: Emergency is defined as a serious, probable, or imminent threat of bodily harm to self or others where there is the real potential to cause bodily harm.

Oklahoma: Emergency intervention is the use of a restrictive or intrusive procedure(s) not included in a protective intervention plan in response to an unanticipated and unpredictable situation or event or the sudden occurrence of an event so severe and dangerous that urgent action precludes less restrictive measures.

Tennessee: If an individual falls to the ground/floor...he or she is no longer a danger to others. If an individual is likely to, or attempts to, injure him or herself while on the floor, he or she may be restrained for safety.

Utah: Emergency situation means one or more of the following:
   (1) Danger to others: physical violence toward others with sufficient force to cause bodily harm
   (2) Danger to self: abuse of self with sufficient force to cause bodily harm
   (3) Danger to property: physical abuse or destruction of property
   (4) Threatened abuse toward others, self, or property which, with an evidence of past threats, results in any of the items listed above.
Recommendations and Comments Regarding Minnesota Rules, Parts 9525.2700 through 9525.2810


Select areas of consideration for changes are highlighted. Comments by the author/consultant regarding the highlight are underlined in smaller font.

1. The author suggests that the Rule be reframed as “Prohibited, Controlled, and Emergency Practices” or something similar. These should be the extremely rare exception to the rule. This will affect several sections of language.

2. The out of date language of “Mental Retardation” should be replaced with “Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities” throughout this document.

3. There are many procedures that are positive that should be considered for inclusion as “expected” or “best practice” prior to using any controlled procedure. Positive Behavior Supports should be a specific requirement.

4. There are quite a few outdated principles and practices (as well as language) that should be revised in this rule. Notes were made in several locations, but it remains a general concern as well.

5. Careful explanation of the prohibited items per the Settlement Agreement must include mechanical restraint, manual restraint, prone restraint, chemical restraint, seclusion, and the use of punishment of residents with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Practices which have the same effect of the above practices should be clearly prohibited (such as papoose wraps).

9525.2700 PURPOSE AND APPLICABILITY.

Subpart 1. Purpose. Parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 implement Minnesota Statutes, section 245.825 by setting standards that govern the use of aversive and deprivation procedures with persons who have mental retardation or a related condition and who are served by a license holder licensed by the commissioner under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 245A and section 252.28, subdivision 2.

Parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 are not intended to encourage or require the use of aversive and deprivation procedures. Rather, parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 encourage the use of positive approaches as an alternative to aversive or deprivation procedures and require documentation that positive approaches have been tried and have been unsuccessful as a condition of implementing an aversive or deprivation procedure.

(Reframe: intended to severely restrict or prohibit the use of aversive and deprivation procedures...)

The standards and requirements set by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810:
A. exempt from the requirements of parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 any procedures that are positive in approach or are minimally intrusive;

B. prohibit the use of certain actions and procedures specified in part 9525.2730;

C. control the use of aversive and deprivation procedures permitted under parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 by requiring development of an individual service plan, development of an individual program plan, informed consent from the person or the person's legal representative, and review and approval by the expanded interdisciplinary team and internal review committee;

D. establish criteria and procedures for emergency use of controlled aversive and deprivation procedures; and

E. assign a monitoring and technical assistance role to the regional review committees mandated by Minnesota Statutes, section 245.825.

Subp. 2. **Applicability.** Parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 govern the use of aversive and deprivation procedures with persons who have mental retardation or a related condition when those persons are served by a license holder:

A. licensed under parts 9525.1500 to 9525.1690 to provide training and habilitation services to adults with mental retardation or a related condition;

B. licensed under parts 9525.0215 to 9525.0355 as a residential program for persons with mental retardation or a related condition. If a requirement of parts 9525.0215 to 9525.0355 differs from a requirement in Code of Federal Regulations, title 42, sections 483.400 to 483.480, an intermediate care facility for persons with mental retardation or a related condition shall comply with the rule or regulation that sets the more stringent standard;

C. licensed under parts 9525.2000 to 9525.2140 to provide residential-based habilitation services;

D. licensed under parts 9503.0005 to 9503.0175 and 9545.0750 to 9545.0855 to provide services to children with mental retardation or a related condition;

E. licensed under parts 9555.9600 to 9555.9730 as an adult day care center;

F. licensed under parts 9555.5105 to 9555.6265 to provide foster care for adults or under part 9545.0010 to 9545.0260 to provide foster care for children; or

G. licensed for any other service or program requiring licensure by the commissioner as a residential or nonresidential program serving persons with mental retardation or a related condition, as specified in Minnesota Statutes, section 245A.02.

Subp. 3. **Exclusion.** Parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 do not apply to:
A. treatments defined in parts 9515.0200 to 9515.0800 governing the administration of specified therapies to committed patients residing at regional centers; or

The author suggests defining those in detail here. Further, the author suggests that the limitations should apply across the board, without exemption or exclusion. Where someone resides should not determine the degree of humanity that we demonstrate toward them. Calling something a treatment does not make it therapeutic, just as calling something therapeutic does not make it helpful. Also, recommend changing “patients” to residents throughout.

B. residential care or program services licensed under parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690 to serve persons with mental illness.

Subp. 9. Controlled procedure. "Controlled procedure" means an aversive or deprivation procedure that is permitted by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 and is implemented under the standards established by those parts. Controlled procedures are listed in part 9525.2740.

Subp. 12. Deprivation procedure. "Deprivation procedure" means the removal of a positive reinforcer following a response resulting in, or intended to result in, a decrease in the frequency, duration, or intensity of that response. Often times the positive reinforcer available is goods, services, or activities to which the person is normally entitled. The removal is often in the form of a delay or postponement of the positive reinforcer.

(Please see later comments. Largely considered an out of date practice.)

Subp. 13. Emergency use. "Emergency use" means using a controlled procedure without first meeting the requirements in parts 9525.2750, 9525.2760, and 9525.2780 when it can be documented under part 9525.2770 that immediate intervention is necessary to protect a person or other individuals from significant and immediate physical injury or to prevent severe property damage which is an immediate threat to the physical safety of the person or others.

Subp. 14a. Expanded interdisciplinary team. "Expanded interdisciplinary team" means a team composed of the case manager; the person with mental retardation or a related condition; the person's legal representative and advocate, if any; representatives of providers of residential, day training and habilitation, and support services identified in the person's individual service plan; a health professional, if the person with mental retardation or a related condition has overriding medical needs; and a qualified mental retardation professional. The qualified mental retardation professional must have at least one year of direct experience in assessing, planning, implementing, and monitoring a plan that includes a behavior intervention program.

Subp. 19a. Internal review committee. "Internal review committee" means the committee responsible under part 9525.2750, subpart 2, for the review and approval of individual program plans proposing the use of controlled procedures.

Subp. 22. Manual restraint. "Manual restraint" means physical intervention intended to hold a person immobile or limit a person's movement by using body contact as the only source of physical restraint. The term does not mean physical contact used to: (1) facilitate a person's
completion of a task or response when the person does not resist or the person's resistance is minimal in intensity and duration; (2) escort or carry a person to safety when the person is in danger; or (3) conduct necessary medical examinations or treatments.

(Please see later comments.)

Subp. 23. **Mechanical restraint.** "Mechanical restraint" means the use of devices such as mittens, straps, restraint chairs, or papoose boards to limit a person's movement or hold a person immobile as an intervention precipitated by a person's behavior. The term does not apply to mechanical restraint used to treat a person's medical needs, to protect a person known to be at risk of injury resulting from lack of coordination or frequent loss of consciousness, or to position a person with physical disabilities in a manner specified in the person's individual program plan. The term does apply to, and parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 do govern, mechanical restraint when it is used to prevent injury with persons who engage in behaviors, such as head-banging, gouging, or other actions resulting in tissue damage, that have caused or could cause medical problems resulting from the self-injury.

The author's concern here is that the exemption of the protective devices from the mechanical restraint category may imply that it is appropriate to continue to use these without any effort to train positive replacement/alternative behaviors. Please see comments later. Mechanical restraint is one of the most severely restricted options in virtually every state.

(Mechanical restraints must explicitly include reference to items such as metal handcuffs, leg hobbles, cable tie cuffs, plasticuffs, flexicuffs, soft cuffs, posey cuffs or items which have the same effect as these items. There should be no mistake about what is specifically prohibited.)

Subp. 25. **Positive practice overcorrection.** "Positive practice overcorrection" means a procedure that requires a person to demonstrate or practice a behavior at a rate or for a length of time that exceeds the typical frequency or duration of that behavior. The behaviors identified for positive practice are typically appropriate adaptive behaviors or are incompatible with a behavior identified for reduction or elimination in a person's individual program plan.

(At the point that anything becomes annoying, or resisted, it is by definition, aversive. Positive practice should not be forced or required – with implied punishment for failure to comply. It is very easy for positive practice to become problematic and exacerbate underlying problems, etc.)

Subp. 26. **Positive reinforcement.** "Positive reinforcement" means the presentation of an object, event, or situation following a behavior that increases the probability of the behavior recurring. Typically, the object, event, or situation presented is enjoyable, rewarding, or satisfying.

Subp. 29. **Regional review committee.** "Regional review committee" means a committee established by part 9525.2790 to monitor parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 as mandated by Minnesota Statutes, section 245.825. Review committee jurisdictions and responsibilities are defined in part 9525.2790.
Subp. 31. **Restitutional overcorrection.** "Restitutional overcorrection" means a procedure that requires a person to clean, repair, or correct an area or situation damaged or disrupted as a result of the person's behavior to a point where the area or situation is not only restored to but exceeds its original condition.

(This is a form of punishment and should be labeled and treated as such. Out of date practice.)

Subp. 32. **Seclusion.** "Seclusion" means the placement of a person alone in a room from which egress is:

A. noncontingent on the person's behavior; or
B. prohibited by a mechanism such as a lock or by a device or object positioned to hold the door closed or otherwise prevent the person from leaving the room.

Subp. 33a. **Substantial change.** "Substantial change" means a change in the individual program plan that intensifies the intrusiveness of the controlled procedure by:

A. expanding, adding, or replacing in any way:
   (1) the target behaviors for which the controlled procedure is to be implemented; or
   (2) the type of controlled procedure;
B. the method of implementation;
C. the criteria for change or the criteria for termination of implementation of the controlled procedure; or
D. deleting without replacing a target behavior. (This should be re-written for clarity)

Subp. 35. **Time out or time out from positive reinforcement.** "Time out" or "time out from positive reinforcement" means removing a person from the opportunity to gain positive reinforcement and is employed when a person demonstrates a behavior identified in the individual program plan for reduction or elimination. Return of the person to normal activities from the time out situation is contingent upon the person's demonstrating more appropriate behavior. Time out periods are usually brief, lasting only several minutes. Time out procedures governed by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 are:

A. "exclusionary time out," which means removing a person from an ongoing activity to a location where the person cannot observe the ongoing activity; and
B. "room time out," which means removing a person from an ongoing activity to an unlocked room. The person may be prevented from leaving a time out room by staff members but not by mechanical restraint or by the use of devices or objects positioned to hold the door closed. (Forced engagement in time out, where the individual physically resists, can quickly become a physical altercation, which some would use as justification for "emergency restraint/procedures." All time out rooms should be unlocked. It is also easy for time out to transform into seclusion if not carefully monitored)

**9525.2720 EXEMPTED ACTIONS AND PROCEDURES.**

Use of the instructional techniques and intervention procedures listed in items A to H is not subject to the restrictions established by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810. The person's individual program plan must address the use of the following exempted actions and procedures:
A. Corrective feedback or prompts to assist a person in performing a task or exhibiting a response.

B. Physical contact to facilitate a person's completion of a task or response and directed at increasing adaptive behavior when the person does not resist or the person's resistance is minimal in intensity and duration, as determined by the expanded interdisciplinary team.

(Minimal has different meanings to people. Perhaps this should be explained more concretely to prevent confusion. See C(3) below as an example.)

C. Physical contact or a physical prompt to redirect a person's behavior when:
   1. the behavior does not pose a serious threat to the person or others; (Whose behavior and why must it be a “serious” threat? Are we referencing and/or trying to govern the behavior of the person with IDD or the staff?)
   2. the physical contact is used to escort or carry a person to safety when the person is in danger; (Which should qualify this as an “emergency” procedure and be covered under those requirements)
   3. the behavior is effectively redirected with less than 60 seconds of physical contact by staff; or (What about a series of “60 second” physical contacts? The author suggests that this should be limited by frequency and intensity, not simply duration.
   4. the physical contact is used to conduct a necessary medical examination or treatment.

This exemption may not be used to circumvent the requirements for controlling the use of manual restraint. It is included to allow caregivers the opportunity to deal effectively and naturally with intermittent and infrequently occurring situations by using physical contact.

D. Positive reinforcement procedures alone or in combination with the procedures described in items A and B to develop new behaviors or increase the frequency of existing behaviors.

(Perhaps this is the best place to identify a list of potential positive practices that should be used – practices that are endorsed and encouraged. Regardless of where they are located, it should be a requirement that these approaches such as Differential Reinforcement of Other Behavior (DRO), Differential Reinforcement of High Rates of Behavior (DRH), etc. be used prior to any approval for restrictive/intrusive intervention plans.)

E. Temporary interruptions in instruction or ongoing activity in which a person is removed from an activity to a location where the person can observe the ongoing activity and see others receiving positive reinforcement for appropriate behavior. Return of the person to normal activities is contingent upon the person's demonstrating more appropriate behavior. This procedure is often referred to as contingent observation.

F. Temporary withdrawal or withholding of goods, services, or activities to which a person would otherwise have access as a natural consequence of the person's inappropriate use of the goods, services, or activities. Examples of situations in which the exemption would apply are
briefly delaying the return of a person’s beverage at mealtime after the person has thrown the beverage across the kitchen or temporarily removing an object the person is using to hit another individual. Temporary withdrawal or withholding is meant to be a brief period lasting no more than several minutes until the person's behavior is redirected and normal activities can be resumed.

(Whenever we need to contrive an intervention it is not “natural” in and of itself. Natural consequences occur without any staff or professional intervention. Any time you withdraw something that the individual normally would have access to it is a form of punishment or it is protective, such as taking away the fork so the individual does not stab themselves with it again. This is not to say that there is no place for this technique, just that it be labeled appropriately and controlled as any mild punishment approach would be. “Brief” and “temporary” are, again, easily interpreted to mean different things, thus, the definition here is a valuable start.)

G. Token fines or response cost procedures such as removing objects or other rewards received by a person as part of a positive reinforcement program. Token fines or response cost procedures are typically implemented after the occurrence of a behavior identified in the individual program plan for reduction or elimination. Removing the object or other reward must not interfere with a person's access to the goods, services, and activities protected by part 9525.2730.

The author has yet to see this end well/constructively. Taking away something already earned has its problems – not the least of which is the absence of due process. It is a form of punishment and thus, aversive in nature. Several states have specifically limited or prohibited this approach. Token systems are generally considered an out of date technology with significant limitations and potentially serious ramifications.

H. Manual or mechanical restraint to treat a person's medical needs, to protect a person known to be at risk of injury resulting from lack of coordination or frequent loss of consciousness, or to position a person with physical disabilities in a manner specified in the person's individual program plan.

(This should be part of a comprehensive treatment strategy and not applied outside of the treatment setting by a qualified practitioner of the healing arts without a prescription for these. This can include OT, PT, nursing, etc. It should be well documented that other attempts to address these concerns have not been successful prior to reliance upon them as a permanent protective appliance or procedure.)

9525.2730 PROCEDURES AND ACTIONS RESTRICTED OR PROHIBITED.

(This section should be carefully detailed.)

Subpart 1. Restrictions. An aversive or deprivation procedure must not:

A. be implemented with a child in a manner that constitutes sexual abuse, neglect, or physical abuse as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 626.556, which governs the reporting of maltreatment of minors;
B. be implemented with an adult in a manner that constitutes abuse or neglect as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 626.557, which governs the reporting of maltreatment of vulnerable adults;
C. restrict a person's normal access to a nutritious diet, drinking water, adequate ventilation, necessary medical care, ordinary hygiene facilities, normal sleeping conditions, or necessary clothing as mandated by Minnesota Statutes, section 245.825, or to any protection required by state licensing standards and federal regulations governing the program; or
D. deny the person ordinary access to legal counsel and next of kin as mandated by Minnesota Statutes, section 245.825.

Subp. 2. **Prohibitions.** The actions or procedures listed in items A to I are prohibited:

A. using corporal punishment such as hitting, pinching, or slapping;
B. speaking to a person in a manner that ridicules, demeans, threatens, or is abusive;
C. requiring a person to assume and maintain a specified physical position or posture as an aversive procedure, for example, requiring a person to stand with the hands over the person's head for long periods of time or to remain in a fixed position;
D. placing a person in seclusion;
E. totally or partially restricting a person's senses, except as expressly permitted in part 9525.2740, subpart 1;
F. presenting intense sounds, lights, or other sensory stimuli as an aversive stimulus;
G. using a noxious smell, taste, substance, or spray, including water mist, as an aversive stimulus;
H. using room time out in emergency situations; and
I. denying or restricting a person's access to equipment and devices such as walkers, wheelchairs, hearing aids, and communication boards that facilitate the person's functioning. When the temporary removal of the equipment or device is necessary to prevent injury to the person or others or serious damage to the equipment or device, the equipment or device must be returned to the person as soon as possible.

(There should be an explicit statement that there will be no exceptions to the above prohibitions, regardless of the setting or rationale.)

Subp. 3. **Faradic shock.** Emergency use of faradic shock as an aversive stimulus is prohibited. Use of faradic shock as an aversive stimulus is permitted only when all of the following conditions are met:

A. the target behavior is extreme self-injury that threatens irreparable bodily harm;
B. it can be documented that other methods of treatment have been tried and were unsuccessful in controlling the behavior;
C. a state or federal court orders the use of faradic shock;
D. use of faradic shock ordered by a court is implemented in accordance with parts 9525.2750 and 9525.2760; and
E. a plan is in effect to reduce and eliminate the use of faradic shock with the person receiving it.

(This is an out of date practice that is prohibited in virtually every setting and is classified as abusive. There should be an explicit statement that there are no exceptions permitted.)
9525.2740 PROCEDURES PERMITTED AND CONTROLLED.

Subpart 1. **Controlled procedures.** The procedures listed in items A to G are permitted when the procedures are implemented in compliance with parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810. Permitted but controlled procedures, referred to as controlled procedures, are:

A. exclusionary and room time out procedures; (See earlier comments.)
B. positive practice overcorrection; (See earlier comments. This must be very carefully constrained if used)
C. restitutional overcorrection; (See earlier comments. The author remains un-persuaded that this is a good approach. Further, it is likely to cause reactionary behavior that could justify a restraint. This practice should be prohibited.)
D. partially restricting a person's senses at a level of intrusiveness that does not exceed placing a hand in front of a person's eyes as a visual screen or playing music through earphones worn by the person at a level of sound that is pleasant/enjoyable does not cause discomfort; (see insert highlighted)
E. manual restraint; (This should be severely limited to be permissible in emergencies only)
F. mechanical restraint; (This should be even more severely limited than manual – if not prohibited outright - only permissible in extreme emergency situations and never as a part of a planned program of intervention/treatment/training) and
G. deprivation as defined in part 9525.2710, subpart 12. (This approach is a form of punishment, therefore aversive, and can quickly escalate behavior. It must be severely limited if not eliminated.)

Subp. 2. **Authorization for procedures not specified as exempted, restricted, prohibited, or controlled.** If an expanded interdisciplinary team prepares a plan proposing the use of an aversive or deprivation procedure that is not specifically exempted by part 9525.2720, or specifically prohibited or restricted by part 9525.2730, or specifically permitted and controlled by subpart 1, the case manager shall request authorization for the use of that procedure from the regional review committee. If a procedure is authorized by a regional review committee, use of the procedure is subject to the controls established in parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810.

9525.2750 STANDARDS FOR CONTROLLED PROCEDURES.

Subpart 1. **Standards and conditions.** Except in an emergency governed by part 9525.2770, use of a controlled procedure may occur only when the controlled procedure is based upon need identified in the individual service plan and is proposed, approved, and implemented as part of an individual program plan. Use of a controlled procedure within an individual program plan must comply with items A to I.

A. The controlled procedure is proposed or implemented only as a part of the total methodology specified in the person’s individual program plan. The individual program plan has as its primary focus the development of adaptive behaviors and communication skills. The controlled procedure proposed approved must represents the lowest level of intrusiveness
required possible to influence the target behavior and is not excessively intrusive in relation to the behavior being addressed. (See inserts highlighted above)

The author believes “excessively” should be defined. The level of behavioral concern – such as limiting these approaches to self-injury, aggression, or other serious behaviors with significant legal considerations, including serious property damage.

B. The proposed use of a controlled procedure must be supported by documentation providing detailed descriptions of describing how intervention procedures incorporating positive approaches and less intrusive procedures have been tried, how long they were tried in each instance, and possible reasons why they were unsuccessful in controlling the behavior of concern.

C. The case manager obtains informed consent for implementing the procedure as specified in part 9525.2780 before the procedure is implemented, except when faradic shock is ordered by a court under part 9525.2730, subpart 3. (Recommend removing it as an option)

D. The proposed use of the procedure is reviewed and approved by the expanded interdisciplinary team as required by subpart 1a.

E. If the license holder is licensed under parts 9525.0215 to 9525.0355; 9525.1500 to 9525.1690; or 9525.2000 to 9525.2140, the proposed use of the procedure is reviewed and approved by an internal review committee that meets the requirements in subpart 2.

F. The proposed use of the procedure is reviewed and approved by the expanded interdisciplinary team as required by subpart 1a.

G. Time out procedures must meet the following conditions:

1. When possible, time out procedures must be implemented in the person’s own room or other area commonly used as living space rather than in a room used solely for time out.

2. When possible, the person must be returned to the activity from which the person was removed when the time out procedure is completed.

3. Persons in time out must be continuously monitored by staff.

4. Release from time out is contingent on the person’s stopping or bringing under control the behavior that precipitated the time out and must occur as soon as the behavior that precipitated the time out abates or stops. If the precipitating behavior has not abated or stopped, staff members must attempt to return the person to an ongoing activity at least every 30 minutes.

(This sounds like seclusion rather than time out)
(5) If time out is implemented contingent on repeated instances of the target behavior for longer than 30 consecutive minutes, the person must be offered access to a bathroom and drinking water.

(6) Placement of a person in room time out must not exceed 60 consecutive minutes from the initiation of the procedure.

(7) Time out rooms must:
(a) provide a safe environment for the person;
(b) have an observation window or other device to permit continuous visual monitoring of the person;
(c) measure at least 36 square feet and be large enough to allow the person to stand, to stretch the person's arms, and to lie down; and
(d) be well lighted, well ventilated, and clean.

H. Controlled procedures using manual restraint must meet the following conditions:
(1) The person's primary care physician must be consulted to determine whether implementing the procedure is medically contraindicated. (Good)
(2) The person must be given an opportunity for release from the manual restraint and for motion and exercise of the restricted body parts for at least ten minutes out of every 60 minutes.
(3) Efforts to lessen or discontinue the manual restraint must be made at least every 15 minutes, unless contraindicated. (Encourage – as soon as there is any hope of releasing – 15 minutes should be the clear maximum time). The time each effort was made and the person's response to the effort must be noted in the person's permanent record.

(4) The procedures must comply with other standards in parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810.

(Please see earlier comments)

I. Controlled procedures using mechanical restraint must meet the following conditions:
(1) The person's primary care physician must be consulted to determine whether implementing the procedure is medically contraindicated.
(2) Use of mechanical restraint that results in restriction of two or fewer limbs or that does not restrict the person's movement from one location to another requires the following procedures:
(a) Staff must check on the person every 30 minutes and document that each check was made.
(b) The person must be given an opportunity for release from the mechanical restraint and for motion and exercise of the restricted body parts for at least ten minutes out of every 60 minutes that the mechanical restraints are used.
(c) Efforts to lessen or discontinue the mechanical restraint must be made at least every 15 minutes. The time each effort was made and the person's response to the effort must be noted in the person's permanent record.
(3) Use of mechanical restraint that results in restriction of three or more of a person's limbs or that restricts the person's movement from one location to another must meet the conditions of subitems (1) and (2) and the following additional conditions:
(a) Efforts to lessen or discontinue the mechanical restraint must be made at least every 15 minutes. The time each effort was made and the person's response to the effort must be noted in the person's permanent record.

(b) A staff member shall remain with a person during the time the person is in mechanical restraint and shall take the action specified in unit (a).

(4) The procedures must comply with other standards in parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810.

(Please see earlier comments. Severe limitations need to be in place if this is not eliminated.)

Subp. 1a. **Review and approval by expanded interdisciplinary team.** When an individual program plan proposes using a controlled procedure, or when a substantial change is proposed, the plan must be reviewed and approved by the expanded interdisciplinary team.

Subp. 2. **Review and approval by internal review committee.** A license holder licensed under parts 9525.0215 to 9525.0355, 9525.1500 to 9525.1690, or 9525.2000 to 9525.2140, must have at least one committee that reviews all individual program plans proposing the use of controlled procedures. The administrator with overall responsibility for the license holder's policy and program shall appoint the committee. Before approving a plan, the committee shall determine if each plan as submitted meets the requirements of parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 and all other applicable requirements governing behavior management established by federal regulations or by order of a court. The internal review committee membership must meet the criteria in items A and B.

A. The internal review committee must include two individuals employed by the license holder as staff members or consultants. One of the two individuals must be a qualified mental retardation professional with at least one year of direct experience in assessing, planning, implementing, and monitoring behavior intervention programs.

(The author believes this is insufficient education/experience/qualifications for this level of responsibility.

B. At least one-third of the committee members must be individuals who have no ownership or controlling interest in the facility and who are not employed by or under contract with the facility in any other capacity besides serving on the committee. This component of the committee membership must include at least one parent or guardian of a person with mental retardation or a related condition.

Subp. 2a. **Quarterly reporting.** The license holder must submit data on the use and effectiveness of individual program plans that incorporate the use of controlled procedures identified in subpart 4 to the expanded interdisciplinary team members, the internal review committee, and the regional review committee. The data must be submitted quarterly on forms prescribed by the commissioner. The case manager shall ensure that this information is submitted as required under this subpart.

(Again, why wait for quarterly if the Regional Review Committee might see a problem or opportunity to provide support to the provider, etc. it will be missed for potentially 90 days)
Subp. 4. Submission of individual program plan to regional review committee. Within ten calendar days of the date that a controlled procedure in items A to D is approved under subpart 2, or a substantial change is made, the case manager shall ensure the regional review committee receives a copy of the individual program plan sent by the license holder, that proposes the procedure or that portion of the individual program plan that contains the substantial change, regarding implementation of the following controlled procedures:

(This review should occur before the plan goes into effect – not after)

A. manual restraint;
B. mechanical restraint;
C. use of a time out procedure for 15 minutes or more at one time or for a cumulative total of 30 minutes or more in one day; or
D. faradic shock.

9525.2760 REQUIREMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLANS PROPOSING USE OF A CONTROLLED PROCEDURE.

Subpart 1. Requirements. An individual program plan that includes the use of a controlled procedure must contain the information specified in subparts 2 to 6.

Subp. 2. Assessment information. When an expanded interdisciplinary team is developing an individual program plan that includes the use of a controlled procedure, the case manager must obtain assessment information that includes the elements specified in items A to F:

A. a physical and psychological description of the person;
B. a report completed by the person's primary care physician within 90 days before the initial development of the individual program plan that includes the use of a controlled procedure and indicates that the physician has reviewed whether there are existing medical conditions that:

   (1) could result in the demonstration of behavior for which a controlled procedure might be proposed; or
   (2) should be considered in the development of a program for the person;
C. a baseline measurement of the behavior to be increased and the target behavior for decrease or elimination that provides a clear description of the behavior and the degree to which it is being expressed, with enough detail to provide a basis for comparing the behaviors to be increased and decreased before and after use of the proposed controlled procedure;
D. a summary of what has been considered or attempted to change elements in the person's environment, including the physical and social environment, that could be influencing the person's behavior, including an analysis of the person's current residence and day program and specifically addressing the question of whether a change in these services appears to be warranted;
E. an analysis of to what extent the behavior identified for reduction or elimination represents an attempt by the person to communicate with others or serves as a means to control the person's environment and recommendations for changes in the person's training program or environment that are designed to enhance communication; and

F. a summary of previous interventions used to modify the target behavior and of the factors believed to have interfered with the effectiveness of those interventions.

The information in items A to F must be retained in the person's permanent record for at least five years after implementing a controlled procedure.

Subp. 4. **Review and content standards.** An individual program plan that proposes the use of controlled procedures must include the following elements:

A. objectives designed to develop or enhance the adaptive behavior of the person for whom the plan is made, including the change expected in the target behavior and the anticipated time frame for achieving the change;

B. objectives designed to reduce or eliminate the target behavior of the person for whom the plan is made, including the change expected in the adaptive behavior and the anticipated time frame for achieving the change;

C. strategies to increase aspects of the person's behavior that provide an alternative functional adaptive replacement behavior to the behavior identified for reduction or elimination, including when and under what circumstances the procedure will be used;

D. strategies to decrease aspects of the person's target behavior, including when and under what circumstances the procedure will be used;

E. the projected starting date and completion date for achievement of each objective;

F. a detailed description of the ways in which implementation of the procedure will be monitored, by whom, and how frequently, specifying how staff implementing the procedure will be trained and supervised and ensuring that direct on-site supervision of the procedure's implementation is provided by the professional staff responsible for developing the procedure;

(The state needs to spell out the policy and then hold the license holders to it. Too little structure here)

G. a description of any discomforts, risks, or side effects that it is reasonable to expect;

H. a description of the data collection method used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed procedures and to monitor expected or unexpected side effects;

(The state needs to spell out the policy and then hold the license holders to it. Too little structure here)

I. a description of the plan for maintaining and generalizing the positive changes in the person's behavior that may occur as a result of implementing the procedure;

J. a description of how implementation of the plan will be coordinated with services provided by other agencies or documentation of why the plan will not be implemented by a particular service provider or in a particular setting;

K. a description of how implementation of the plan involves families and friends; and

L. the date when use of the controlled procedure will terminate unless, before that date, continued use of the procedure is approved by the case manager and the member of the
expanded interdisciplinary team who is a qualified mental retardation professional with at least one year of experience in assessing, planning, implementing, monitoring, and reviewing behavior management programs. The projected termination date must be no more than 90 days after the date on which use of the procedure was approved. Reapproval for using the procedure must be obtained at 90-day intervals, if evaluation data on the target behavior and effectiveness of the procedure support continuation.

Subp. 5. Monitoring individual program plan. Monitoring the proposed controlled procedure must be completed as adopted in the individual program plan and in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.092, subdivision 1c.

(This should be explicitly stated here and strongly controlled.)

Subp. 6. Documenting informed consent. Except in situations governed by part 9525.2730, subpart 3 or 9525.2770, evidence that informed consent has been obtained from a person or individual authorized to give consent must be added to the person's individual program plan before a controlled procedure is implemented.

9525.2770 EMERGENCY USE OF CONTROLLED PROCEDURES.

Subpart 1. General requirement. Implementing a controlled procedure without first meeting the requirements of parts 9525.2750, 9525.2760, and 9525.2780 is permitted only when the emergency use criteria and requirements in subparts 2 to 6 are met.

Subp. 2. Criteria for emergency use. Emergency use of controlled procedures must meet the conditions in items A to C.

A. Immediate intervention is needed to protect the person or others from physical injury or to prevent severe property damage that is an immediate threat to the physical safety of the person or others.

B. The individual program plan of the person demonstrating the behavior does not include provisions for the use of the controlled procedure.

C. The procedure used is the least intrusive intervention possible to react effectively to the emergency situation.

Subp. 5. Written policy. The license holder must have a written policy on emergency use of controlled procedures that specifies:

(The state needs to spell out the policy and then hold the license holders to it. Too little structure here = no accountability)

A. any controlled procedures that the license holder does not allow to be used on an emergency basis;

B. the internal procedures that must be followed for emergency use, including the procedure for complying with subpart 6;

C. how the license holder will monitor and control emergency use;

(See above comment)
D. the training a staff member must have completed before being permitted by the license holder to implement a controlled procedure under emergency conditions;

(See above comment)

E. that the standards in part 9525.2750, subpart 1, items F, G, subitems (1) to (5), H, and I, must be met when controlled procedures are used on an emergency basis; and

F. use of a controlled procedure initiated on an emergency basis according to subpart 4 must not continue for more than 15 days.

(This is far too long without formal approval.)

Subp. 6. Reporting and reviewing emergency use. Any emergency use of a controlled procedure by a license holder governed by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 must be reported and reviewed as specified in items A to E. A license holder shall designate at least one staff member to be responsible for reviewing, documenting, and reporting use of emergency procedures. The designated staff member must be a QMRP.

A. Within three calendar days after an emergency use of a controlled procedure, the staff member who implemented the emergency use shall report in writing to the designated staff member the following information about the emergency use:

(This is far too long. 24 hours is the maximum it should be allowed to wait)

   (1) a detailed description of the incident leading to the use of the procedure as an emergency intervention;
   (2) the controlled procedure that was used;
   (3) the time implementation began and the time it was completed;
   (4) the behavioral outcome that resulted;
   (5) why the procedure used was judged to be necessary to prevent injury or severe property damage; and
   (6) an assessment of the likelihood that the behavior necessitating emergency use will recur.

B. Within seven calendar days after the date of the emergency use of a controlled procedure, the designated staff member shall review the report prepared by the staff member who implemented the emergency procedure and ensure the report is sent to the case manager and expanded interdisciplinary team for review. If the emergency use involved manual restraint, mechanical restraint, or use of exclusionary time out exceeding 15 minutes at one time or a cumulative total of 30 minutes or more in a 24-hour period, the designated staff member must ensure the report is sent to the internal review committee within seven calendar days of the emergency use of the controlled procedure.

(Too much “internal” review here creates opportunities for abuse. Need more external involvement.)

C. Within seven calendar days after the date of receipt of the emergency report in item A, the case manager shall confer with members of the expanded interdisciplinary team to:
(1) discuss the incident reported in item A to:
   (a) define the target behavior for reduction or elimination in observable and measurable terminology;
   (b) identify the antecedent or event that gave rise to the target behavior; and
   (c) identify the perceived function the target behavior served; and
   (2) determine what modifications should be made to the existing individual program plan so as to not require the use of a controlled procedure.

D. An expanded interdisciplinary team meeting must be conducted within 30 calendar days after the emergency use if it is determined that a controlled procedure is necessary and that the target behavior should be identified in the individual program plan for reduction or elimination.

(This appears to be designed to discourage and/or reduce the likelihood of any real challenge to those who use the intervention ...or are proposing the intervention)

E. The emergency use of a controlled procedure as well as changes made to the adaptive skill acquisition portion of the plan must be incorporated in the individual program plan within 15 calendar days after the expanded interdisciplinary team meeting required under this part. During this time, the designated staff member shall document all attempts to use less restrictive alternatives including:
   (1) adaptive skill acquisition procedures currently being used and why they were not successful;
   (2) attempts made at less restrictive procedures that failed and why they failed; and
   (3) rationale for not attempting the use of other less restrictive alternatives.

The designated staff member must ensure a copy of the report required under item A is sent to the internal review committee and the regional review committee within five working days after the expanded interdisciplinary team meeting.

F. A summary of the interdisciplinary team's decision under items C and E must be added to the person's permanent record.

9525.2790 REGIONAL REVIEW COMMITTEES.

Subpart 1. Appointment. As mandated by Minnesota Statutes, section 245.825, the commissioner shall initially appoint at least two regional review committees to monitor parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810. The commissioner shall establish additional committees if required by the number of procedures received for review and the level of effort required to ensure timely and thorough review.

Subp. 2. Membership. Each regional review committee must include:
   A. at least one member who is licensed as a psychologist by the state of Minnesota and whose areas of training, competence, and experience include mental retardation and behavior management; and
   (It seems that people who are competent to challenge the position of needing a restrictive intervention need to be a majority of this group)
   B. representation from each of the following categories:
(1) license holders governed by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810;
(2) parents or guardians of persons with mental retardation or a related condition;
(3) other concerned citizens, none of whom is employed by or has a controlling interest in a program or service governed by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810; and
(4) the department.

When a matter being reviewed by the committee requires the expertise and professional judgment of a medical doctor, the commissioner shall make the services of a licensed physician available to the committee.

Subp. 3. **Duties and responsibilities.** Regional committees shall:

A. meet at least quarterly to review the reports on use of time out, mechanical restraint, and manual restraint required by parts 9525.2750 and 9525.2770 and act on those reports according to procedures established by the commissioner;

(Quarterly seems too infrequent to be of any significant assistance to make effective change)

B. meet or confer as necessary if a case manager requests the authorization required in part 9525.2740, subpart 2; and
C. act as directed by the commissioner to:
   (1) monitor and facilitate compliance with parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 and make recommendations to the commissioner;
   (2) provide technical assistance in achieving compliance; and
   (3) review, monitor, and report to the commissioner on statewide use of aversive and deprivation procedures in relationship to the use of less intrusive alternatives and to the use of psychotropic medication.

(2 and 3 are important functions and must be actively and overtly engaged in at all times)

**9525.2800 REPORTING NONCOMPLIANCE.**

Subpart 1. **Required reporting.** Unauthorized use of aversive and deprivation procedures is subject to the requirements of Minnesota Statutes, sections 626.556 and 626.557, which govern reporting of maltreatment of minors and vulnerable adults. For purposes of parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810, "unauthorized use of an aversive or deprivation procedure" means:
   A. a procedure that is restricted or prohibited under part 9525.2730, subparts 1 and 3; and
   B. procedures that have not been authorized as required under part 9525.2740, subpart 2.

Individuals are designated as mandated reporters according to Minnesota Statutes, sections 626.556, subdivision 3, and 626.557, subdivision 3.

Subp. 2. **Voluntary reporting.** If an individual who is not mandated to report by Minnesota Statutes, section 626.556, subdivision 3 or 626.557, subdivision 3, has reason to believe that a license holder governed by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 is not in compliance with parts
9525.2700 to 9525.2810, the concern or complaint may be reported as described in items A and B.

A. Compliance-related concerns or complaints about any license holder governed by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 can be reported to: The Department of Human Services, Division of Licensing, 444 Lafayette Road, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155.

B. Compliance-related concerns or complaints about nursing homes to which parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 apply or about intermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation or a related condition may be reported both to the commissioner under item A and to: The Minnesota Department of Health, Office of Health Facility complaints, 717 Delaware Street S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440.

9525.2810 PENALTY FOR NONCOMPLIANCE.

If a license holder governed by parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810 does not comply with parts 9525.2700 to 9525.2810, the commissioner has the authority to take enforcement action pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, chapter 245A and section 252.28, subdivision 2.

("Can take enforcement action" does not clearly communicate that enforcement will occur.)

A Summary of National Review of Restraint Related Deaths of Children and Adults with Disabilities: The Lethal Consequences of Restraint

In the document National Review of Restraint Related Deaths of Children and Adults With Disabilities: The Lethal Consequences of Restraint published by Equip for Equality (Illinois Protection and Advocacy Agency) in 2011, they point out that restraint, even in emergencies, “remains one of the most controversial and dangerous measures used today in settings that provide services to people with disabilities. Restraint is an intrusive and dangerous intervention that can have significant adverse implications for the physical and emotional well-being of the individual who is restrained. The use of restraints continues to represent a significant risk to adults and children with... developmental disabilities in any setting where restraints are used, as evidenced by the growing number of documented deaths.”

The problems associated with restraint, even in emergencies, are many. The National Review continues:

“The risk that restraint poses to people with disabilities is heightened by an oversight system that remains seriously flawed...The total number of children and adults, including seniors, who die each year as a result of being put in restraints, is unknown.”
In the 14 years since the original report in a 1998 investigative series in the Hartford Courant, there is still no comprehensive oversight system in place in the majority of the states nor at the national level for monitoring restraint usage and compliance with the law.

This is critical to address in Minnesota at this time to prevent “emergencies” from becoming life threatening to the individuals upon whom restraints are utilized to prevent injury. While the number of people who have died as a result of being put into restraints is unknown, the report carefully reviewed 61 cases of death following a restraint and came up with the following analysis.

1. The restraints implemented in one-third of the cases...failed to meet the legal standard for use of restraint.

2. Of those who were restrained to address “aggressive behavior,” nearly half either did not meet the prevailing legal standard to be restrained, imminent risk of harm to self or others, or a determination as to whether the legal standard was met could not be made from the treatment/medical records.

3. In nearly all cases where information on less restrictive interventions could be found, the staff failed to use all available interventions. Most cases did not include documentation as to why other less restrictive measures failed.

In the majority of deaths, unsafe and inappropriate restraint methods were utilized.

1. Of the 69 dangerous practices identified, 54% involved a person lying face down in a prone position, which is associated with increased risk of asphyxia and aspiration (despite distinct prohibitions against such procedures in virtually every state – comment added); 51% involved a person lying face-up in the supine position without the person’s head being elevated, which is associated with increased risk of asphyxia, fatal cardiac arrhythmia or respiratory arrest; and 44% involved staff exerting pressure to the person’s neck or torso, creating a high risk of fatality.

2. Only 7% of the cases involved the use of techniques deemed appropriate by standards for managing a person’s aggressive behavior.

Equally disturbing are the responses of the staff, who are supposedly trained to be able to provide safe restraint in an emergency situation. The National Review also found:

1. Forty-four percent (27 of 61 cases) of the individuals were discovered to have died while in mechanical or physical restraint.
2. Forty-three percent (12 of 28 cases) of the cases with available information documented that the individual restrained indicated verbally or nonverbally to staff that he or she was in physical distress prior to death. The staff responded to the person’s indication of physical distress in only half of these cases. Yet even when staff responded, the individuals died.

3. In the majority of cases, the staff noticed signs of distress prior to the person’s death. In three cases, the first signs of physical distress were noted before the person was even placed in restraints.

4. Delay in staff’s recognition and response to the person’s distress or death was evident in 63% (34 of 54) of the cases with available information.

The factors that were most frequently noted to have contributed directly or indirectly to the person’s death included the following:

1. Pre-existing medical conditions (67%, or 41 cases).
2. Insufficient monitoring by the staff (62%, or 38 cases).
3. Inadequate response by the staff to the person’s distress (49%, or 30 cases).
4. Overuse of force in physically restraining the person (39%, or 24 cases).
5. Physical restraint not correctly done (34%, or 21 cases).
6. Failure to use any other less intrusive interventions before restraining the person (25%, or 15 cases).
A Summary of Positive Behavior Supports (PBS). What is PBS?

PBS uses systemic and individualized strategies to prevent problem behavior and achieve positive social and learning outcomes. It integrates valued outcomes, human behavioral science, validated procedures, and systems change to enhance quality of life and reduce problem behavior. Its primary goal is to improve the link between research-validated practices and the environments in which teaching and learning occurs.

This behaviorally-based systems approach enhances the capacity of service and support communities to design effective teaching and learning environments that improve lifestyle results (personal, health, social, family, work, recreation, etc.). These environments apply contextually and culturally appropriate interventions to make problem behavior less effective, efficient, and relevant, and to make desired behavior more functional (Sugai et al., 2000).

PBS is rooted in the theory of applied behavioral analysis, but it extends well beyond this technology and is more comprehensive. It is a proactive, problem-solving, data-based approach that unmasks and eliminates the underlying causes of problem behavior. PBS is less concerned with symptoms and more with underlying causes.

The goals of preventing or reducing problem behavior are reached by changing the policies and practices, by altering the environment, and by teaching new skills to the individual and staff.

Research has established the efficacy of PBS with individual with IDD. Carr et al. (1999) synthesized over 100 research studies published between the years of 1985 and 1996 to investigate the behavioral outcomes for the 230 individuals with problem behavior who were part of their database.

Carr and his colleagues concluded that PBS was successful in achieving at least an 80% reduction in problem behavior for approximately two-thirds of the behavioral outcomes that were studied. PBS is also being extended beyond intervention with individual participants, for much of the current PBS research is focused on evaluating the use of PBS for organization-wide applications.

In an effort to consolidate the developing learning, thinking and practice involved in supporting people with severe and multiple disabilities in the community, the Community Integration Project (1986) identified features common to positive interventions:

1) attempts to understand the meaning a behavior has for a person;
2) offers the person a positive alternative;
3) utilizes non-intrusive techniques; and
4) offers strategies which have been validated and are intended to be used in integrated community settings.

In a 1990 review, Robert Horner and colleagues from across the U.S. coined the phrase “Positive Approaches” to encompass a range of theoretical and practical approaches -- educational programming, positive programming, functional communication training, gentle teaching, functional equivalence programming, and nonaversive behavior management.
Together these approaches develop an array of approaches for supporting people with challenging behaviors, placing an emphasis on an ethical standard which maintains and supports the personal dignity of the individual, and recommend prohibition and/or restrictions on aversive approaches.

Horner identified nine common themes in positive technology.

- **An emphasis on lifestyle change** -- Behavioral support should result in durable, generalized changes in the way an individual behaves, and these changes should affect the individual's access to community settings, to social contact, and to a greater array of preferred events.

- **Functional analysis** -- Assessing the antecedents and consequences of a behavior and building a direct link between the results from a functional analysis and the actual intervention program that is developed.

- **Multicomponent interventions** -- Movement of an individual to a more personal, less segregated setting, ignoring minor inappropriate behaviors, providing multiple opportunities for choice making, systematic instruction on new functional behaviors, increased access to preferred events, and staff training may all be combined into one intervention plan.

- **Manipulation of ecological and setting events** -- For instance, diet, eating schedule, exercise options, sleeping patterns, rapport, noise level, density of housing, and predictability of daily events are being recognized as nontrivial variables in both the quality of a person's life and the extent to which undesirable behaviors are manifested.

- **Emphasis on antecedent manipulations** -- This emphasis comes in such forms as (a) modifying events in a setting so that the stimuli eliciting the undesirable behavior are reduced or removed and (b) adding antecedent events that increase the likelihood of positive behaviors.

- **Teaching adaptive behavior** -- This approach focuses on defining the behavioral "function" of challenging behaviors and teaching the individual socially acceptable ways of achieving that function. Among the most common examples is the teaching of communication skills.

- **Building environments with effective consequences** -- Nonaversive systems include traditional procedures of consistently rewarding positive behavior and reducing rewards for undesirable behavior.

- **Eliminating the use of punishment** -- A general theme of the positive programming approach is that the delivery of punishers for challenging behaviors is not desirable. The most common alternative is to minimize the reinforcement of challenging
behaviors, redirect the person to more appropriate behaviors, and combine this procedure with other instructional and environmental manipulations. Many advocates of positive behavior management recognize, however, that a typical array of events (frowns, reprimands, etc.) can be viewed technically as punishers and yet provide critical learning information.

- Distinguish emergency procedures from proactive programming -- An effective technology of positive behavioral support must include specific procedures for providing support in dangerous situations. It is critical, however, that a clear distinction be made between crisis intervention strategies for infrequent use in emergency situations and ongoing proactive programming designed to produce substantive positive change. (Horner et al, 1990, 127-128).

Some resources that exist to assist with the process of developing a truly mature and competent Positive Behavior focused support system include the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center (RRTC) on Positive Behavior Support, the *Journal of Positive Behavior Interventions*, and the Association for Positive Behavior Support (APBS).

**Some of the most important elements of effective PBS involves creating the appropriate support and learning environment.**

Specifically, we must collectively work to minimize random stressors, aversive events and stimuli, opportunities to aggress and to be victimized, destabilizing factors (including neglected health care), and negative role model exposure.

Simultaneously we must also maximize identification with positive role models, positive self-esteem and self-image, internalization of socially valid rules of conduct/pro-social skills, empathic response skills, recognition of thinking errors, escaping negative situations, dealing with dilemmas, confusion, and pain, among others.

For this to be successful, it is generally agreed that there are some necessary conditions. These include comprehensive staff training, consistent staff interactions, quality “clinical supervision” for staff, and well developed person centered plans, including positive behavior support plans and safety plans.

**A comprehensive positive behavior support plan should include, at a minimum:**

1) Strategies to improve the overall lifestyle of the person;
2) Strategies to address things that “set the person up” to have trouble,
3) Strategies to address things that “set the person off,”
4) Strategies to teach new skills, such as problem solving,
5) Strategies to teach new ways to communicate,
6) Strategies to improve coping skills,
7) Rewards for appropriate behavior,
8) A minimization of rewards for inappropriate behavior,
9) Clear and simple directions for staff, and
10) Strategies for damage control.

Following are a few techniques which are generally considered positive for increasing behavior, and which should be acceptable in any rule revision:

- Positive Reinforcement
- Modeling
- Forward and backward chaining
- Verbal, gestural, and very brief and gentle physical prompting which provides cues which help to initiate the desired behavior or skill
- Fading
- Shaping

Some informal positive support strategies to address problem behaviors include:

- Eliminate things likely to cause or lead up to the behaviors,
- Eliminate negative staff interactions - especially power struggles,
- Remove unnecessary demands and requests,
- Change location and timing of activities,
- Rearrange the environment,
- Gentle teaching,
- Interrupt the behavior with distraction or redirection,
- Adjust proximity,
- Insert situation appropriate humor,
- Instructional control,
- Communication/conversation, and
- Relaxation and stress management,

Some formal techniques that can be used as positive behavior supports

- Differential Reinforcement of Alternative Behavior – DRA. The reinforcement of those behaviors which are incompatible with the undesired response in intensity, duration, or topography.

- Differential Reinforcement of Low Rates of Responding – DRL. The reinforcement of the undesired response only if at least a specified period of time has elapsed since the last response, or only if fewer than a specified number of the undesired responses occurred during a preceding interval of time.

- Differential Reinforcement of Other Behavior – DRO. The reinforcement after a specified period of no undesired responding. An alternate is the Differential Reinforcement of Other Behavior Progressive Schedule (DROP) which includes a progressively increased schedule of reinforcement.

- Stimulus Change. The non-contingent and sudden addition of a novel stimulus or an alteration of the incidental stimulus conditions.
Program Supports. An instructional sequence designed to help the person reach certain behavioral objectives based on a functional analysis and involving the systematic manipulation of stimulus conditions, consequences, instructional stimuli, and other variables that have a functional relationship with the behavior.

The above section is taken from materials previously developed and published by the author of this report.
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The Service Provider Survey on the Usage of Restrictive Aversive and Deprivation Procedures
INTRODUCTION AND INSTRUCTION FOR COMPLETING
THE SERVICE PROVIDER SURVEY ON THE USAGE OF RESTRICTIVE AVERSIVE AND DEPRIVATION PROCEDURES
&
THE EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE FORM

The Minnesota Department of Human Services (the Department) has selected you as a service provider to assist with the development of a provider survey on the use of: 1.) restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures, 2.) intensive behavioral program services, 3.) psychoactive medications, 4.) electroconvulsive treatments (ECT), and 5.) law enforcement intervention due to behavioral incidents. The Department would like you to complete the enclosed, proposed draft or test version of the survey and also complete the attached, brief evaluative feedback form on the proposed draft or test version of the survey.

Please review and complete the accompanying draft survey entitled, Residential Service Provider Survey on the Usage of Restrictive Aversive and Deprivation Procedures. The proposed survey will provide you with a background and purpose for the survey, as well as, directions for completion and who will eventually be asked to complete the survey. As you review and complete the survey questions, please also complete the brief evaluative feedback questionnaire form, which is inquiring about the clarity of each survey question.

Please complete the proposed draft or test version of the survey and the evaluative feedback questionnaire form by _____________________ . Please return the proposed draft or test version of the survey and the evaluative feedback questionnaire form by e-mail (preferable), fax or postal service mail to:

Dean A. Ritzman
Department of Human Services
Disability Services Division
540 Cedar Street
PO Box 64967
St. Paul, MN 55164-0967
Toll Free: 1-800-747-5484
Direct Dial Telephone: # 651/431-2444
Fax: # 651/431-7411
E-Mail: dean.ritzman@state.mn.us

Thank you very much for your participation in testing this survey and providing the Department with valuable, evaluative feedback on this survey. Please feel free to contact Dean Ritzman with any questions, problems or issues of concern.
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE PROVIDER SURVEY ON
THE USAGE OF RESTRICTIVE AVERSIVE AND DEPRIVATION PROCEDURES
(PROPOSED, TEST VERSION)
Residential Service Provider Survey on the Usage of Restrictive Aversive and Deprivation Procedures

BACKGROUND

On December 1, 2011, the Federal District Court for the District of Minnesota approved a Class Action Settlement Agreement in the federal lawsuit case entitled, Jensen, et. al vs. Minnesota Department of Human Services, et. al., Court File No.: 09-CV-1775 DWF/FLN. As a part of this settlement agreement, the court ordered the Minnesota Department of Human Services (the Department) to organize and convene an advisory committee in order to review, study and advise the Department on how to "modernize" Rule # 40 (Minnesota Rules, parts 9525.2700 - 9525.2810 ), which regulates the use of restrictive aversive and deprivation procedures for people with developmental disabilities in the state of Minnesota. As a part of their analysis and consultation to the Department, the advisory committee directed the Department to gather statewide information and data on the use of restrictive aversive and deprivation procedures with people who have varying disabilities or who are elderly with various age-related impairments. In response, the Department developed the Residential Service Provider Survey on the Usage of Restrictive Aversive and Deprivation Procedures.

THE SURVEY

The Residential Service Provider Survey on the Usage of Restrictive Aversive and Deprivation Procedures will provide the Department with valuable policy information and data about the statewide use of restrictive aversive and deprivation procedures with people who have varying disabilities or who are elderly with various age-related impairments. The Department seeks to acquire specific information and data about the use of restrictive aversive and deprivation interventions, either implemented as a part of an individualized behavior management plan or implemented on an emergency/crisis basis as a means to control a person from harming themselves, others or property.

The restrictive aversive and deprivation procedures that the Department is interested in are: 1.) physical (or manual) restraint; 2.) mechanical restraint; 3.) exclusionary time-out; 4.) room time-out; 5.) positive practice overcorrection; 6.) restitution overcorrection; 7.) partial sensory restrictions, such as limiting vision or hearing as a contingent consequence to undesirable behavior; 8.) other restrictive aversive/deprivation methods, such as response-cost deprivation strategies that limit a person's access to available items, services, activities, privileges and people; and 9.) any other additional intensive behavioral services and placements (e.g., specialized in-home behavioral interventions, crisis respite, psychiatric hospitalization, etc.). For a further descriptions and explanations of these restrictive aversive/deprivation practices, please refer to the definition appendix section of this survey.

The Department is also interested in obtaining information and data about anyone receiving court-ordered Electro-Convulsive Therapy (ECT) as well as psychoactive medications (e.g., psychotropic, neuroleptic, etc.), whether on a prescribed daily schedule basis or on an emergency/crisis PRN basis.

Finally, the Department is interested in acquiring information and data about law enforcement intervention due to behavioral incidents.
SERVICE PROVIDER SURVEY RESPONDENTS

The Department is surveying the following residentially-based program service providers:

- ICF/DDs,
- Children & Adult Foster Care Service Providers
- Children & Adult Supported Living Service Providers
- In-Home Family Support Service Providers
- Residential Care Service Providers
- Customized Living Service Providers
- 24 Hour - Customized Living Service Providers
- Night Supervision Service Providers
- Crisis Respite Service Providers
- Independent Living Skills Training Service Providers
- Personal Support Service Providers

GENERAL SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS

* Please answer all of the questions for calendar year 2011, from 01/01/2011 to 12/31/2011.

* The Department is seeking a 100% response or return of completed surveys due to the imperative need for this information and data.

* All information and data will be summarized. No individuals or agencies will be identified.

* Enter numeric zero "0" if the question does not apply to any of the people you serve or the answer is "none".
**Definition Appendix**
*(The definitions referenced in this section are strictly for the purposes of this survey.)*

**Electro-Convulsive Therapy (ECT)** means a court-ordered invasive neurological treatment whereby a medically controlled seizure is produced by passing an electrical current across part of the brain.

**Emergency/Crisis Use** means using restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures that are not a part of a formal individualized behavior management program plan as a necessary intervention to protect a person or other individuals from physical injury or to prevent severe property damage that poses an immediate threat to the physical safety of the person or others.

**Mechanical Restraint** means the use of containment devices such as mittens, handcuffs, shackles, ties, straps, helmets, restraint chairs, or papoose boards to limit a person's movement or hold a person immobile as a contingent consequence for a person's undesirable behavior. The term does not apply to mechanical restraint used to treat a person's medical needs, to protect a person known to be at risk of injury resulting from lack of coordination or frequent loss of consciousness, or to position a person with physical disabilities in a manner specified in the person's individual program plan.

**Partial Sensory Restrictions** means partially restricting a person's senses at a level of intrusiveness that does not exceed placing a hand in front of a person's eyes as a visual screen or playing music through earphones worn by the person at a level of sound that does not cause discomfort.

**Physical (or manual) Restraint** means physical intervention intended to hold a person immobile or limit a person's movement by using body contact as the only source of physical restraint. The term does not mean physical contact used to: (1) facilitate a person's completion of a task or response when the person does not resist or the person's resistance is minimal in intensity and duration; (2) escort or carry a person to safety when the person is in danger; or (3) conduct necessary medical examinations or treatments.

**Positive Practice Overcorrection** means a procedure that requires a person to demonstrate or practice a behavior at an inordinate rate for a length of time that exceeds the typical frequency or duration of that behavior. The behaviors identified for positive practice are typically appropriate adaptive behaviors that are incompatible with an undesirable behavior identified for reduction or elimination. An example would be requiring a person to properly close a door 50 times after slamming a door shut.

**Restitution Overcorrection** means a procedure that requires a person to clean, repair, or correct an area or situation damaged or disrupted as a result of the person's undesirable behavior to a point where the area or situation is not only restored, but exceeds its original condition.

**Response-Cost Deprivation procedure** means the removal of a positive reinforcer following an undesired response, resulting in or intended to result in a decrease in the frequency, duration, or intensity of that undesired response. Often times the positive reinforcer is goods, services, activities, privileges or people to which the person is normally entitled to access.

**Time Out or Time Out From Positive Reinforcement** means removing a person from the opportunity to receive positive reinforcement when the person engages in undesirable behavior. The person returns from the time out situation or condition to the opportunity to receive positive reinforcement when the person emits more desirable behavior. Time out procedures are:

A.) **Exclusionary Time Out** which means removing a person from an ongoing activity and setting to a nearby location still within the area where the person cannot receive positive reinforcement or observe the ongoing activity; and

B.) **Room Time Out** which means removing a person from an ongoing activity and setting, and placing them into an unlocked room. The person is prevented from leaving this time out room by staff members, but not by mechanical restraints or the use of containment devices or objects positioned to hold the door closed.
Section #1 - Residential Service Provider Information

1.) Provider name _________________________________________________________________

Medicaid/Medical Assistance NPI or UMPI provider number ____________________________

DHS license number ____________________ (if any)

Responders name ____________________________________________________________

Responder's e-mail contact address ______________________________________________

Street address________________________________________________________________

City________________________________________________________________________

State______________________________

County ____________________________

Zip code____________________________

Telephone number____________________

Web Site ____________________________________________________________________

2.) How many residential households are you reporting information and data on for this survey (e.g., one house or multiple homes) ? # ______

3.) How many people that you provide residentially-based services to reside or live within the residence(s) that you are reporting on for this survey ? # _____
Section #2 - Written Individualized Behavior Management Program Plans Using Restrictive Aversive/Deprivation Procedures

4.) In the chart below, please enter the exact number of people you serve who have a written individualized behavior management program plan that uses restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures. Please place all numbers in their proper spaces on the grid that intersect and best align with the respective column, representing the person or people you are serving, and that match-up with the corresponding row, representing the implemented restrictive aversive/deprivation procedure(s) used.

**PEOPLE WHO ARE RECEIVING YOUR SERVICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESTRICTIVE AVERSIVE/DEPRIVATION PROCEDURES</th>
<th>People With Developmental Disabilities</th>
<th>People With Intellectual Disabilities (e.g., Brain Injury)</th>
<th>People With Mental Illness (As A Primary Diagnosis)</th>
<th>People With Only Physical/Medical Disabilities</th>
<th>People Who Are Elderly With Age-Related Impairments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical (Manual) Restraint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Restraint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room Time-Out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusionary Time-Out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Practice Overcorrection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restitution Overcorrection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Sensory Restrictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response-Cost Deprivations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination Restrictive Procedures Used</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Restraint and Mechanical Restraint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Restraint and Room Time-Out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Restraint and Exclusionary Time-Out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.) With respect to the number of people reported in question #4 above, please indicate how many people are
   A.) males  # _____   B.) female  # _____

6.) With respect to the number of people reported in question #4 above, please indicate how many people are within
   the following age groups.
   A.) 3 - 10 years old # _____   B.) 11 - 17 years old # _____   C.) 18 - 22 years old # _____
   D.) 23 - 64 years old # _____   E.) 65 + years old # _____

7.) With respect to the number of people reported in question #4 above, please indicate the number of people who
   have been receiving planned restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures within a written individualized
   behavior management program plan for the following lengths of time.
   A.) 1 year or less # _____   B.) 2 years # _____   C.) 3 years # _____   D.) 4 years # _____
   E.) 5 years # _____   F.) 5+ years # _____

8.) Please indicate how many people that you are serving receive written individualized behavior management
   program plans that use restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures at their respective day service sites.
   A.) school # _____
   B.) DT&H/sheltered workshop # _____
   C.) community employer/workplace # _____
   D.) day care # _____
   E.) *other # _____
   * (e.g., community integration training provider, independent living skills training provider, etc.)

9.) Given the number of people whom you are serving, who are experiencing programmatic use of restrictive
   aversive/deprivation procedures; how many experience these restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures due to:
   *(The answer to question #9 could be a duplicative count. That is one person could do 1, 2 or all 3 types
   of behaviors, and should be counted for each type of behavior that they do)*

10.) How many people, due to improvements in their behavior, have had the restrictive aversive/deprivation
    procedure component of their behavioral program discontinued or terminated?  # _____

11.) Staff involved with providing supervision and direct care services to people living in the residence(s) receive
    formal in-service training on positive behavioral approaches and program development at least once per year?
    A.) _____ Yes   B.) _____ No

12.) Staff involved with providing supervision and direct care services to people living in the residence(s) receive
    formal in-service training on behavioral de-escalation, counseling techniques, restraint methods and other forms of
    restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures at least once per year?
    A.) _____ Yes   B.) _____ No
Section #3 - Emergency/Crisis Usage ONLY of Restrictive Aversive/Deprivation Procedures

13.) In the chart below, please enter the exact number of people you serve who regularly require emergency/crisis use of restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures approximately once per month or more. Please place all numbers in their proper spaces on the grid that intersect and best align with the respective column, representing the person or people you are serving, and that match-up with the corresponding row, representing the implemented restrictive aversive/deprivation procedure(s) used.

**PEOPLE WHO ARE RECEIVING YOUR SERVICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESTRICTIVE AVERSIVE/DEPRIVATION PROCEDURES</th>
<th>People With Developmental Disabilities</th>
<th>People With Intellectual Disabilities (e.g., Brain Injury)</th>
<th>People With Mental Illness (As A Primary Diagnosis)</th>
<th>People With Only Physical/Medical Disabilities</th>
<th>People Who Are Elderly With Age-Related Impairments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical (Manual) Restraint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Restraint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room Time-Out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusionary Time-Out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Practice Overcorrection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restitution Overcorrection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Sensory Restrictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response-Cost Deprivations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination Restrictive Procedures Used</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Restraint and Mechanical Restraint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Restraint and Room Time-Out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Restraint and Exclusionary Time-Out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14.) With respect to the number of people reported in question # 9 above, please indicate how many people are

A.) males # _____  B.) female # _____

15.) With respect to the number of people reported in question # 9 above, please indicate how many people are
within the following age groups.

A.) 3 - 10 years old # _____  B.) 11 - 17 years old # _____  C.) 18 - 22 years old # _____
D.) 23 - 64 years old # _____  E.) 65 + years old # _____

16.) With respect to the number of people reported in question # 9 above, please indicate the number of people who
have been regularly receiving required emergency/crisis use of restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures
approximately once per month or more for the following lengths of time.

A.) 1 year or less # _____  B.) 2 years # _____  C.) 3 years # _____  D.) 4 years # _____
E.) 5 years # _____  F.) 5+ years # _____

17.) Please indicate how many people that you are serving receive regularly required emergency/crisis usage of
restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures approximately once per month or more at their respective
day service sites.

A.) school # _____  B.) DT&H/sheltered workshop # _____  C.) community employer/workplace # _____
D.) day care # _____  E.) *other # _____
* (e.g., community integration training provider, independent living skills training provider, etc.)

18.) Given the number of people whom you are serving, who are experiencing emergency/crisis usage of restrictive
aversive/deprivation procedures; how many experience these restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures due to:

A.) Physical Aggression # _______  B.) Self-Injury # _______  C.) Endangering Property Destruction # _______

*(The answer to question # 9 could be a duplicative count. That is one person could do 1, 2 or all 3 types of
behaviors, and should be counted for each type of behavior that they do)*

**Section #4 - Psychoactive Medications {i.e., psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure
drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.}

19.) How many people that you are serving have a prescription for psychoactive medication {i.e., psychotropic,
neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.} ? # _____

20.) How many people that you are serving have prescriptions for multiple (i.e., more than just one) psychoactive
medications {i.e., psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control,
etc.) ? # _____

21.) How many people that you are serving have a standing prescription order for emergency/crisis PRN
administration of psychoactive medication {i.e., psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g.,
Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.} ? # _____
22.) Please indicate how many people that you are serving, who have prescriptions for psychoactive medications {i.e., psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.}, receive the medications for the following reasons:

A.) for acute, interim or short-term, behavioral stabilization with the prescriptions likely to be discontinued within one year or less.  # ______

B.) for long-term behavioral control and maintenance with no discontinuation of the prescriptions planned in the immediate, foreseeable future.  # ______

23.) With respect to the number of people reported in question # 19 above, please indicate how many people are within the following age groups.

A.) 3 - 10 years old  # _____  B.) 11 - 17 years old  # _____  C.) 18 - 22 years old  # _____

D.) 23 - 64 years old  # _____  E.) 65 + years old  # 

Section #5 - Electro-Convulsive Therapy (ECT)

24.) How many people that you are serving receive court-ordered ECT treatments ?  # ______

25.) The people that you serve, who are receiving court-ordered ECT treatments; what is the maximum number of prescribed ECT sessions per year ?  # ______

26.) With respect to the number of people reported in question # 19 above, please indicate how many people are within the following age groups.

A.) 3 - 10 years old  # _____  B.) 11 - 17 years old  # _____  C.) 18 - 22 years old  # _____

D.) 23 - 64 years old  # _____  E.) 65 + years old  # 

Section #6 - Additional Intensive Behavioral Services and Law Enforcement Intervention

27.) How many people needed additional in-home consultation and support from a behavioral professional or an in-home specialized intensive behavioral service ?  # ______

28.) How many people had to be exited from the home due to behaviors, and admitted and placed into a specialized residential setting (e.g., crisis respite, psychiatric hospitalization, etc.) for behavior management ?  # ______

29.) How many people, due to their behavior, required law enforcement intervention ?  # ______

30.) How many times was law enforcement called to intervene due to behavioral incidents ?  # ______
EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE
EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE

GENERAL DIRECTIONS:

Please review and complete the accompanying draft survey one question at a time. For each section and question in the proposed survey, there is a corresponding section and question item within this evaluative feedback questionnaire form. Please indicate your evaluative feedback about the clarity of the proposed survey question by selecting either answer A or B. If you choose answer B, please give us some feedback on how the proposed survey question could be re-stated for better clarity. Finally, in the last section of this evaluative feedback questionnaire form, please share any additional feedback that you might have about the questions within the draft survey. Thanks so much for your assistance.

Section #1 - Residential Service Provider Information

1.) Question # 1 is asking about pertinent provider information. Question # 1 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

2.) Question # 2 is asking about the number of residences you are reporting on for this survey. Question # 2 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

3.) Question # 3 is asking about the total number of people living in the residence(s) that you are referring to and reporting on for this survey. Question # 3 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

Section #2 - Written Behavior Management Program Plans Using Restrictive Aversive/Deprivation Procedures

4.) Question # 4 is asking about the number of people you serve with these various disability conditions and impairments who are receiving these types of restrictive aversive deprivation procedures as a part of a written behavior management program plan. Question # 4 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
5.) Question # 5 is asking about the people you reported on in question # 4, and is asking about the number of males and the number of females. Question # 5 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

6.) Question # 6 is also asking about the people you reported on in question # 4, and is asking about the number of people in each age group. Question # 6 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

7.) Question # 7 is also referring to the people that you reported on in question # 4. Question # 7 is asking about the number of people in each length of time category, who are still experiencing restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures as a part of a written behavior management program plan. Question # 7 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

8.) Question # 8 is asking about the number of people you serve who experience written behavior management program plans that have restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures at these listed day service sites. Question # 8 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

9.) Question # 9 wants to obtain a count on the number of people you serve who receive programmatic use of restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures due to maladaptive target behaviors of physical aggression, self-injury and/or endangering property damage. If a person does all 3 types of behaviors, and each type of behavior that the person does results in the person receiving a planned restrictive aversive/deprivation procedure, then this one person should be counted 3 times. Question # 9 is:
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.
10.) Question # 10 is asking about the number of people you serve, who have had their restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures discontinued or terminated due to behavioral improvements. Question # 10 is:

A. ___ Clearly Understandable    B. ___ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

11. & 12.) Questions # 11 & # 12 want to know if all staff providing supervision, direct care and service interventions to people at the residence(s) have received formal in-service training on positive behavioral approaches, positive behavioral program development, behavioral de-escalation, counseling techniques, restraint methods and other forms of restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures at least annually. Questions # 11 & 12 are:

A. ___ Clearly Understandable    B. ___ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Section #3 - Emergency/Crisis Usage ONLY of Restrictive Aversive/Deprivation Procedures

13.) Question # 13 is asking about the number of people you serve with these various disability conditions and impairments who are receiving these types of restrictive aversive deprivation procedures used on an emergency/crisis basis approximately once per month or more. Question # 13 is:

A. ___ Clearly Understandable    B. ___ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

14.) Question # 14 is asking about the people you reported on in question # 13, and is asking about the number of males and the number of females. Question # 14 is:

A. ___ Clearly Understandable    B. ___ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

15.) Question # 15 is also asking about the people you reported on in question # 13, and is asking about the number of people in each age group. Question # 15 is:

A. ___ Clearly Understandable    B. ___ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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16.) Question # 16 is also referring to the people that you reported on in question # 13. Question # 16 is asking about the number of people in each length of time category, who are still experiencing the use of restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures on an emergency/crisis basis approximately once per month or more. Question # 16 is:
   
   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

17.) Question # 17 is asking about the number of people you serve who experience emergency/crisis usage of restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures approximately once per month or more at these listed day service sites. Question # 17 is:

   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

18.) Question # 18 wants to obtain a count on the number of people you serve who receive an emergency/crisis usage of restrictive aversive/deprivation procedures due to maladaptive target behaviors of physical aggression, self-injury and/or endangering property damage. If a person does all 3 types of behaviors, and each type of behavior that the person does results in the person receiving an emergency/crisis usage of a restrictive aversive/deprivation procedure, then this one person should be counted 3 times. Question # 18 is:

   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

Section #4 - Psychoactive Medications \(i.e., \text{psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.}\)

19.) Question # 19 is asking about the number of people you serve, who are on a prescription for psychoactive medication \(i.e., \text{psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.}\). Question # 19 is:

   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

20.) Question # 20 is asking about the number of people you are serving, who are on multiple prescriptions (more than just one) for psychoactive medication \(i.e., \text{psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.}\). Question # 20 is:

   A.) _____ Clearly Understandable   B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.
21.) Question # 21 is asking about the number of people you are serving, who have a standing prescription order for emergency/crisis PRN administration use of psychoactive medication (i.e., psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.). Question #21 is:

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

22.) Question # 22 is asking about the people you serve who have a prescription for psychoactive medications (i.e., psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.), and wants to know the number of people who are taking these prescription psychoactive medications for either one of the following reasons:

A.) short-term behavioral stabilization, where it is anticipated that the prescribed medication(s) will be discontinued in a year or less.

versus

B.) long-term behavioral management with no discontinuation of the prescribed medication(s) planned in the immediate, foreseeable future.

Question # 22 is:

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

23.) Question # 23 is asking about the people you serve who have a prescription for psychoactive medications (i.e., psychotropic, neuroleptic, anti-epileptic seizure drugs (e.g., Depakote) used for behavior control, etc.), and wants to know the number of people in each age group. Question # 23 is:

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Section #5 - Electro-Convulsive Therapy (ECT)

24.) Question # 24 is asking about the number of people you are serving, who are receiving court-ordered Electro-Convulsive Therapy (ECT) treatments. Question # 24 is:

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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25.) Question # 25 is asking about the people you just reported on in question # 24. Question # 25 is asking what is the highest number of prescribed ECT sessions per year that one or more of these people might experience during the course of their court-ordered ECT treatments. Question # 25 is:

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

26.) Question # 26 is also asking about the people you just reported on in question # 24. Question # 26 is asking about the number of people in each age group. Question # 26 is:

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Section #6 - Additional Intensive Behavioral Services and Law Enforcement Intervention

27.) Question # 27 is asking about the number of people you serve, who required specialized and intensive, in-home, behavioral consultation and support services from outside professionals. Question # 27 is:

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

28.) Question # 28 is asking about the number of people you serve, who had to be removed from the residence due to behavior, and placed into a specialized residential setting (e.g., crisis respite, psychiatric hospitalization, etc.) for behavior management. Question # 28 is:

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

29.) Question # 29 is asking about the number of people you serve, who required law enforcement intervention due to their behavior.

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable    B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
30.) Question # 30 is asking about how many times law enforcement had to be called to intervene due to behavioral incidents.

A.) _____ Clearly Understandable       B.) _____ Confusing, and could be re-stated as written below.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Please share any additional feedback that you might have about the questions within the draft survey.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
MnCHOICES
MnCHOICES

Objective
The MnCHOICES project creates and implements a single, comprehensive assessment and support planning application for Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) in Minnesota. MnCHOICES embraces a person-centered approach to ensure services are tailored to the individual’s strengths, goals, preferences, and assessed needs.

Background
The Department of Human Services (DHS) began work in 2004, in collaboration with stakeholders, to revise the process for assessing individuals in need of long-term services and support, determining their eligibility for publicly funded programs, and developing individualized support plans. DHS designed the new assessment process and application to:

- Simplify and standardize assessments and streamline support plan development
- Integrate community-based support options beyond what is reimbursed through Medical Assistance
- Improve consistency and equity in accessing HCBS services
- Collect additional data for evaluating outcomes and enhancing quality assurance functions
- Be automated and accessible to lead agencies through the Web

The 2009 Legislature approved funding to complete the development and implementation of the MnCHOICES assessment and support planning application.

Scope
MnCHOICES is for individuals of all ages and with any type of disability and will replace current long-term care assessment processes and tools, including:

- Developmental Disability (DD) screening
- Long-Term Care Consultation (LTCC) assessment
- Personal Care Assistance (PCA) assessment
- Private Duty Nursing (PDN) assessment

Progress
- Built and tested the initial MnCHOICES prototype – the Alpha model
- DHS determined MnCHOICES would be built onto existing functionality of Social Services Information System (SSIS)
- Completed pilot time study to evaluate the fiscal impact of implementing MnCHOICES
- Developed skills and competencies training for “certified assessors”
- Delineated certified assessors’ and case managers’ respective roles for conducting assessments and support planning
- Finalized DHS’s expectations of lead agencies (“assurances”) for implementing MnCHOICES

Future Steps
- Develop the second and final MnCHOICES prototype – the Beta model
- Field test the Beta model with real clients; test for inter-rater reliability and inter-tool comparability
- Integrate MnCHOICES with SSIS
- Train lead agency staff on content, philosophy, and technology of MnCHOICES
- Finalize and put in statute or regulation critical policy decisions to implement MnCHOICES

Project Web Site: www.dhs.state.mn.us/mnchoices
Email: Dhs.Mnchoices@state.mn.us
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Community Support Services Data
INDIVIDUALS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012 (1/1/2012 – 3/15/12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Services</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(unduplicated count)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INITIAL SERVICE REQUESTS

The following are top 10 service requests from CSS Referrals:

- Assessment (determine functions of behavior, medication, sensory)
- Reduce/eliminate assaultive behavior
- Reduce property destruction
- Develop support and crisis intervention plan, then train
- Care coordination: losing placement/connecting community resources
- “Everything has been tried, don’t know what to do”
- Facilitate Team communications/Support network building
- Discharge planning and transitions
- Organizational design consultation for provider operations
- Training (various topics – individual and general)
## AT CASE CLOSURE – SURVEY RELATED TO BARRIERS FOUND THROUGHOUT THE CASE
### SOURCE: CASE MANAGERS, LEAD CSS CONSULTANT SURVEY AT CASE CLOSURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>System Barriers encountered</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under funding</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No funding</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No clinically appropriate service to meet identified need</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited county involvement</td>
<td>.25%</td>
<td>.25%</td>
<td>.10%</td>
<td>.25%</td>
<td>No data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal issues</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Barriers encountered</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple co-occurring conditions</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk of harm in community</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment non-responsive</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation/history of person to securing services</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider barriers encountered</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unavailability/lack of skills or resilience</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwillingness to develop to meet all needs</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>No data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited training available</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>No data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Minnesota Rule 2960 Restrictive Behavior
Minnesota Rule 2960 Restrictive Procedures

Scope of 2960: Minnesota Rule, chapter 2960 was created through a joint effort between the Department of Human Services (DHS) and the Department of Corrections (DOC). It is known as the Children’s Residential Facilities (CRF) Standards (often referred to as the umbrella rule). The rule governs the licensing of providers of residential care and treatment or detention or foster care services for children in out-of-home placement. The following residential programs are licensed under 2960:

- DHS and DOC Group residential settings
- DOC Detention settings
- DOC Secure programs
- DHS Shelter care services
- DHS Transitional services programs
- DHS mental health treatment services
- DHS and DOC Foster care
- DOC Correctional program services
- DHS Chemical dependency treatment

Restrictive Procedures: Rule part 2960.0710 establishes standards for use of restrictive procedures. DHS licensed shelter and residential mental health programs that wish to use restrictive procedures must gain certification to do so. DOC detention centers, secure programs, and correctional programs must also be certified to use these procedures.

Certification:

- Physical escort
- Seclusion
- Physical holding
- Limited use of mechanical restraint only for transporting clients

In addition to the procedures identified above, DOC certified programs may use mechanical restraint in any appropriate situation, or disciplinary room time.

Procedures: Physical holding and seclusion are behavior management techniques which are used in emergency situations as a response to imminent danger to the resident or others and when less restrictive interventions are determined to be ineffective. Mental health programs must obtain approval for the use of a restrictive procedure from the program’s mental health professional within 30 minutes of implementation. For all other programs the approval must be obtained from the program director within 30 minutes of implementation.

Restrictive Procedures: The license holder must have a restrictive procedures plan that is approved by the Commissioner. It must state:

- The restrictive procedures and physical holding techniques used by the program
- How the license holder will monitor and control the emergency use of restrictive procedures
- A description of the training that staff using the procedures must have prior to use
- That the license holder prepares a written review of the use of procedures annually
- That the license holder ensures the resident receives treatment for any injuries caused

Staff Training: Must be trained before implementation and every two years after initial training. Training covers
**Requirements:**
documentation, the impact of procedures, how to monitor for signs of distress, symptoms of asphyxia, time limits for procedures, relationship building, alternatives to restrictive interventions, de-escalation methods, avoiding power struggles...

**Review**
The license holder must complete an administrative review within 3 days after use. Record of review must be kept. Quarterly, the license holder must review the patterns of the use of the restrictive procedures. The review is conducted by the license holder or the facility’s advisory committee. The review must consider:

- Any patterns or problems indicated by [environmental issues]
- Any injuries resulting from the use of procedures
- Actions needed to correct deficiencies in the program’s implementation or procedures
- Assessment of opportunities missed to avoid using the procedure
- Proposed actions to be taken to minimize the use of physical holding and seclusion